


Our profile



G Style is a leading manufacturer of 
stainless steel bathroom equipment.�The 
brand was established in 1968 and with all 
those years of business experience in the 
field has supplied its products to numerous 
prestigious constructions in Europe, M.� 
East, North Africa and Asia.� That includes 
over 3.�500 hotels, residential buildings, 
private houses, luxury cruise ships, 
hospitals and commercial complexes.�





Stainless steel is a material of absolute quality and 
durability.� It is the best solution even for marine 
environments, where protection against rust is vital.� 
This steel alloy containing chromium and nickel, 
has lifetime resistance against corrosion.�

This catalogue, contains equipment for the residential, 
commercial and public bathroom, made from the 
highest quality AISI 304 stainless steel.�

Discover the products you need and choose among 
the available series, the one that matches your style, 
and make a bathroom for a lifetime.� 

Stainless steel equipment.� Living for your life 

Our company’s policy is to continuously improve and develop its products.�
Therefore, any photo, drawing or technical specification in this catalogue is indicative and maybe 
altered without any previous notice.�
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SQUARE
Cubic perception

Modern design based on square lines 
and solid material.� Ideal for modern design 
environments.� Big variety of products 
that can meet all requirements.�

Available finishes: Bright





14.112-30 Inox Bright

14.111-30 Inox Bright

14.013-30 Inox Bright

Paper Holder With Cover

Paper holder with cover is manufactured 
completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Bracket is 22x22 mm solid square and is 
joined with 8mm diameter solid bar paper 
holder and 1.�0mm thick cover with no 
welding providing a secure and aesthetically 
correct attachment.� Concealed mounting 
base is 20mm diameter solid bar and 
securely attaches to wall with stainless steel 
screw and locks with bracket with stainless 
steel locking screw.�

14.112

Paper Holder Vertical

Vertical paper holder is manufactured 
completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Bracket is 22x22 mm solid square and 
is joined with 8x8mm solid square and 
2.�0mm thick paper holder with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Concealed mounting base 
is 20mm diameter solid bar and securely 
attaches to wall with stainless steel screw 
and locks with bracket with stainless steel 
locking screw.�

14.111

14.013
Tumbler holder is manufactured completely 
from AISI 304 stainless steel.� Bracket is 22x22 
mm solid square and is joined with 8x8mm 
solid square tumbler holder with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Concealed mounting base 
is 20mm diameter solid bar and securely 
attaches to wall with stainless steel screw 
and locks with bracket with stainless steel 
locking screw.� Tumbler is crystal.�

Tumbler Holder
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SQUARE
Paper Holders / Tumbler - Toothbrush holders



14.007-30 Inox Bright

14.021-30 Inox Bright

Soap dish is manufactured completely from 
AISI 304 stainless steel.� Bracket is 22x22 mm 
solid square and is joined with 8x8mm solid 
square and 1.�0mm thick soap dish with no 
welding providing a secure and aesthetically 
correct attachment.� Concealed mounting 
base is 20mm diameter solid bar and 
securely attaches to wall with stainless steel 
screw and locks with bracket with stainless 
steel locking screw.�

Soap Dish

14.007

14.107-30 Inox Bright

Soap dish with holes is manufactured 
completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Bracket is 22x22 mm solid square and is 
joined with 8x8mm solid square and 1.�0mm 
thick soap dish with no welding providing a 
secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� 
Concealed mounting base is 20mm 
diameter solid bar and securely attaches to 
wall with stainless steel screw and locks with 
bracket with stainless steel locking screw.�

Soap Dish With Holes

14.107

14.021
Soap and sponge holder is manufactured 
completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Brackets are 22x22 mm solid square and 
are joined with 8x8mm solid square 
and 4mm solid bars with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Concealed mounting bases 
are 20mm diameter solid bar and securely 
attach to wall with stainless steel screws 
and locks with brackets with stainless steel 
locking screw.�

Soap and Sponge Holder
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Soap Dishes / Soap and Sponge Holders
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14.318-30 Inox Bright

14.001-30 Inox Bright

Liquid soap dispenser is manufactured 
completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Bracket is 22x22 mm solid square and is joined 
with 8x8mm solid square container holder 
with no welding providing a secure and 
aesthetically correct attachment.� Concealed 
mounting base is 20mm diameter solid bar 
and securely attaches to wall with stainless 
steel screw and locks with bracket with 
stainless steel locking screw.� Container is made 
from frosted crystal and has a metallic pump.�

Liquid Soap Dispenser With Crystal 
Container and Metallic Pump

14.318

14.010-30 Inox Bright

Robe Hook is manufactured completely 
from AISI 304 stainless steel.� Bracket is 
22x22 mm solid square and is joined with 
8x8mm solid square hook with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Concealed mounting base 
is 20mm diameter solid bar and securely 
attaches to wall with stainless steel screw 
and locks with bracket with stainless steel 
locking screw.�

Robe Hook Double

14.010

14.001
Towel Ring is manufactured completely 
from AISI 304 stainless steel.� Bracket is 22x22 
mm solid square and is joined with 8x8mm 
solid square towel ring with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Concealed mounting base 
is 20mm diameter solid bar and securely 
attaches to wall with stainless steel screw 
and locks with bracket with stainless steel 
locking screw.�

Towel Ring
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SQUARE
Liquid Soap Dispensers / Hooks / Towel Rings



Single towel bar is manufactured completely from AISI 304 
stainless steel.� Brackets are 22x22 mm solid square and are joined 
with 8x8mm solid square towel bar with no welding providing a 
secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� Concealed mounting 
bases are 20mm diameter solid bar and securely attach to wall with 
stainless steel screws and locks with brackets with stainless steel 
locking screw.�

Bowl Brush Cleaner is manufactured completely from AISI 304 
stainless steel.� Cover is 80mm tube, 1.�5mm thick.� Elastic brush 
attaches with 0.�6mm thick cover and 16mm 1.�2mm thick handle 
with stainless steel screw and is specially designed not to hold 
dirt.� Bowel brush cleaner may be mounted to wall with 1.�25mm 
thick mounting flange and stainless steel screw.� Removable 
bottom is plastic.�

Towel Bar Single Bowl Brush Cleaner

14.304 30cm

14.504 50cm

14.604 60cm

11.040

14.304-30 Inox Bright

14.504-30 Inox Bright

14.604-30 Inox Bright 11.040-30 Inox Bright
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Towel Bars / Brushes
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OVAL
 Oval shape

 Simple design with straight lines and 
 contour oval flanges.� A soft appearance 
 ideal for any design environment.� 
 Big variety of products that can 
 meet all requirements.�

 Available finishes: Bright





Double Robe Hook is manufactured completely from AISI 304 
stainless steel.� Bracket is 16x21 mm solid bar oval shaped and 
is joined with 14mm diameter solid bar hook with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� Concealed 
mounting base is 12mm diameter solid bar with 3mm thick flange 
made of stainless steel and securely attach to wall with stainless 
steel screws and locks with bracket with stainless steel locking 
screw.� Mounting base is covered by 0.�8mm thick flange cover.�

Towel Ring is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless 
steel.� Bracket is 16x21 mm solid bar oval shaped and is joined with 
8mm diameter solid bar towel ring with no welding providing a 
secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� Concealed mounting 
base is 12mm diameter solid bar with 3mm thick flange made of 
stainless steel and securely attach to wall with stainless steel screws 
and locks with bracket with stainless steel locking screw.� Mounting 
base is covered by 0.�8mm thick flange cover.�

Robe Hook Double Towel Ring

15.010 15.001

15.010-30 Inox Bright 15.001-30 Inox Bright
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Hooks / Towel Rings
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Towel Bar is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless 
steel.� Brackets are 16x21 mm solid bar oval shaped and are joined 
with 12mm diameter, 1mm thick tube towel bar with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� Concealed 
mounting bases are 12mm diameter solid bar with 3mm thick flange 
made of stainless steel and securely attach to wall with stainless steel 
screws and locks with brackets with stainless steel locking screw.� 
Mounting bases are covered by 0.�8mm thick flange cover.�

Towel Shelf with Bar is manufactured completely from AISI 304 
stainless steel.� Brackets are 16x21 mm solid bar oval shaped and 
are joined with 10mm diameter, 1mm thick tube towel shelf and 
8mm diameter solid bar with no welding providing a secure and 
aesthetically correct attachment.� Concealed mounting bases are 
12mm diameter solid bar with 3mm thick flange made of stainless 
steel and securely attach to wall with stainless steel screws and 
locks with brackets with stainless steel locking screw.� Mounting 
bases are covered by 0.�8mm thick flange cover.�

Towel Bar Single Towel Shelf With Bar

15.304 30 cm

15.504 50 cm

15.604 60 cm

15.528 50 cm 
15.628 60 cm

15.304-30 Inox Bright

15.504-30 Inox Bright

15.504-30 Inox Bright

15.528-30 Inox Bright

15.628-30 Inox Bright
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Towel Bars / Towel Shelves
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Soap Dish is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless 
steel.� Bracket is 16x21 mm solid bar oval shaped and is joined 
with 10mm diameter solid bar and 1.�0mm thick soap dish 
with no welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Concealed mounting base is 12mm diameter solid 
bar with 3mm thick flange made of stainless steel and securely 
attach to wall with stainless steel screws and locks with bracket 
with stainless steel locking screw.� Mounting base is covered by 
0.�8mm thick flange cover.�

Soap Dish with holes is manufactured completely from AISI 304 
stainless steel.� Bracket is 16x21 mm solid bar oval shaped and 
is joined with 10mm diameter solid bar and 1.�0mm thick soap 
dish with no welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Concealed mounting base is 12mm diameter solid bar 
with 3mm thick flange made of stainless steel and securely attach 
to wall with stainless steel screws and locks with bracket with 
stainless steel locking screw.� Mounting base is covered by 0.�8mm 
thick flange cover.�

Soap Dish Without Holes Soap Dish With Holes

15.007 15.107

15.007-30 Inox Bright 15.107-30 Inox Bright
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OVAL
Soap Dishes
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Soap and sponge holder is manufactured completely from AISI 
304 stainless steel.� Brackets are 16x21 mm solid bar oval shaped 
and are joined with 6mm diameter solid bar and 1.�0mm thick 
soap and sponge holder with no welding providing a secure and 
aesthetically correct attachment.� Concealed mounting bases are 
12mm diameter solid bar with 3mm thick flange made of stainless 
steel and securely attach to wall with stainless steel screws and 
locks with brackets with stainless steel locking screw.� Mounting 
bases are covered by 0.�8mm thick flange cover.�

Liquid soap dispenser is manufactured completely from AISI 304 
stainless steel.� Bracket is 16x21 mm solid bar oval shaped and is 
joined with 8mm diameter solid bar and 1.�5mm thick container 
holder with no welding providing a secure and aesthetically 
correct attachment.� Concealed mounting base is 12mm diameter 
solid bar with 3mm thick flange made of stainless steel and 
securely attach to wall with stainless steel screws and locks with 
bracket with stainless steel locking screw.� Mounting base is 
covered by 0.�8mm thick flange cover.� Container is made from 
frosted crystal and has a metallic pump.�

Soap and Sponge Holder Liquid Soap Dispenser  
With Crystal Container and Metallic Pump15.021
15.318

15.021-30 Inox Bright 15.318-30 Inox Bright
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Soap and Sponge Holders / Liquid Soap Dispensers



Bowl Brush Cleaner is manufactured completely from AISI 304 
stainless steel.� Cover is 80mm tube, 1.�5mm thick.� Elastic brush 
attaches with 0.�6mm thick cover and 16mm 1.�2mm thick handle 
with stainless steel screw and is specially designed not to hold 
dirt.� Bowel brush cleaner may be mounted to wall with 1.�25mm 
thick mounting flange and stainless steel screw.� Removable 
bottom is plastic.�

Bowl Brush Cleaner
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OVAL
Brushes / Tumbler - Toothbrush Holders

Tumbler Holder is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless 
steel.� Bracket is 16x21 mm solid bar oval shaped and is joined with 
8mm diameter solid bar and 1.�5mm thick tumbler holder with no 
welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� 
Concealed mounting base is 12mm diameter solid bar with 3mm 
thick flange made of stainless steel and securely attach to wall with 
stainless steel screws and locks with bracket with stainless steel 
locking screw.� Mounting base is covered by 0.�8mm thick flange 
cover.� Tumbler is crystal.�

Tumbler Holder

15.013

15.013-30 Inox Bright
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Paper holder with cover is manufactured completely from AISI 304 
stainless steel.� Bracket is 16x21 mm solid bar oval shaped and is 
joined with 8mm diameter solid bar paper holder and 1.�0mm thick 
cover with no welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Concealed mounting base is 12mm diameter solid bar 
with 3mm thick flange made of stainless steel and securely attach 
to wall with stainless steel screws and locks with bracket with 
stainless steel locking screw.� Mounting base is covered by 0.�8mm 
thick flange cover.�

Paper Holder With Cover

15.112

15.112-30 Inox Bright

Vertical paper holder is manufactured completely from AISI 304 
stainless steel.� Bracket is 16x21 mm solid bar oval shaped and 
is joined with 10mm diameter solid bar and 2.�0mm thick paper 
holder with no welding providing a secure and aesthetically 
correct attachment.� Concealed mounting base is 12mm diameter 
solid bar with 3mm thick flange made of stainless steel and 
securely attach to wall with stainless steel screws and locks with 
bracket with stainless steel locking screw.� Mounting base is 
covered by 0.�8mm thick flange cover.�

Paper Holder Vertical

15.111

15.111-30 Inox Bright
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Paper Holders
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KNOSSOS Contour figure

 Simple design that matches 
 all design environments.�  
 The contour lines (no sharp edges) 
 makes it safe and easy to clean 
 and maintain.�

 Available finishes: Bright, Satin





Towel Shelf with Towel Bar is manufactured completely from 
AISI 304 stainless steel.� Frame is 16mm tube, 1.�2mm thick and is 
mechanically pressed into 1.�5mm thick mounting flange, with no 
welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� 
Shelf and bar is 12mm tube, 1mm thick and is mechanically 
attached to frame.� Μounting flange is securely attached to wall 
with stainless steel screws.�

Towel Shelf With Bar

02.528 50 cm

02.628 60 cm

02.528-30 50 cm Inox Bright

02.528-00 50 cm Inox Satin

02.628-30 60 cm Inox Bright

02.628-00 60 cm Inox Satin
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KNOSSOS
Towel Shelves

04.528-30 50 cm Inox Bright

04.528-00 50 cm Inox Satin

04.628-30 60 cm Inox Bright

04.628-00 60 cm Inox Satin

Towel Shelf with Towel Bar is manufactured completely from 
AISI 304 stainless steel.� Frame is 16mm tube, 1.�2mm thick and is 
mechanically pressed into 2mm thick mounting flange, with no 
welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� 
Shelf and bar is 12mm tube, 1mm thick and is mechanically 
attached to frame.� Concealed mounting flange is 1.�25mm thick 
and securely attached to wall with stainless steel screws and locks 
with mounting flange with stainless steel locking screw.�

Towel Shelf With Bar

04.528 50 cm

04.628 60 cm



50 cm: 05.528-30 Inox Bright

50 cm: 05.528-00 Inox Satin

60 cm: 05.628-30 Inox Bright

60 cm: 05.628-00 Inox Satin

Towel Shelf with Towel Bar Ship model is manufactured completely 
from AISI 304 stainless steel.� Frame is 16mm tube, 1.�2mm thick and 
is mechanically pressed into 2mm thick mounting flange, with no 
welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� 
Shelf and bar is 12mm tube, 1mm thick, protective banister is 6mm 
solid round and is mechanically attached to frame.� Concealed 
mounting flange is 1.�25mm thick and securely attached to wall 
with stainless steel screws and locks with mounting flange with 
stainless steel locking screw.�

Towel Shelf With Bar And Banister (Ship Model)

50 cm:  05.528
60 cm:  05.628
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04.430 40 cm

04.530 50 cm
Corner Towel Shelf with Bar is manufactured completely from 
AISI 304 stainless steel.� Frame is 16mm tube, 1.�2mm thick.� 
Shelf and bar are 12mm tube, 1mm thick and are mechanically 
attached to frame.� Frame is securely attached to wall with 
stainless steel screws.�

Corner Towel Shelf With Bar

04.430-30 40 cm Inox Bright

04.530-30 50 cm Inox Bright
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Towel Shelves



04.527-30 50 cm Inox Bright

04.527-00 50 cm Inox Satin

04.627-30 60 cm Inox Bright

04.627-00 60 cm Inox Satin

Towel Shelf is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless 
steel.� Frame is 16mm tube, 1.�2mm thick and is mechanically 
pressed into 2mm thick mounting flange, with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� Shelf is 
12mm tube, 1mm thick and is mechanically attached to frame.� 
Concealed mounting flange is 1.�25mm thick and securely attached 
to wall with stainless steel screws and locks with mounting flange 
with stainless steel locking screw.�

Towel Shelf

04.527 50 cm

04.627 60 cm

04.429 40 cm

04.529 50 cm

Corner Towel Shelf is manufactured completely from AISI 304 
stainless steel.� Frame is 16mm tube, 1.�2mm thick.� Shelf is 12mm 
tube, 1mm thick and is mechanically attached to frame.� Frame is 
securely attached to wall with stainless steel screws.�

Corner Towel Shelf

04.429-30 40 cm  Inox Bright

04.529-30 50 cm Inox Bright
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KNOSSOS
Towel Shelves



04.304-30 30 cm Inox Bright

04.304-00 30 cm Inox Satin

04.604-30 60 cm Inox Bright

04.604-00 60 cm Inox Satin

Towel Bar Single

04.304 30 cm

04.504 50 cm

04.604 60 cm
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04.504-30 50 cm Inox Bright 

04.504-00 50 cm Inox Bright

04.505 50 cm

04.605 60 cm

Towel Bar Double

04.505-30 50 cm Inox Bright

04.505-00 50 cm Inox Satin

60 cm: 04.605-30 Inox Bright

60 cm: 04.605-00 Inox Satin
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Double Towel Bar is manufactured completely from AISI 
304 stainless steel.� Frame is 16mm tube, 1.�2mm thick and is 
mechanically pressed into 2mm thick mounting flange, with no 
welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� 
Bar is 12mm tube, 1mm thick and is mechanically attached to 
frame.� Concealed mounting flange is 1.�25mm thick and securely 
attaches to wall with stainless steel screws and locks with 
mounting flange with stainless steel locking screw.�

Single Towel Bar is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless 
steel.� Towel bar is 16mm tube, 1.�2mm thick  and is mechanically 
pressed into 2mm thick mounting flange, with no welding providing 
a secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� Concealed mounting 
flange is 1.�25mm thick and securely attaches to wall with stainless 
steel screws and locks with mounting flange with stainless steel 
locking screw.�
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04.408-30 40 cm Inox Bright

04.408-00 40 cm Inox Satin

Swivelling Towel Bar is manufactured 
completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Towel bar is 16mm tube, 1.�2mm thick 
and is mechanically pressed into the solid 
stainless steel swivelling mechanism, 
with no welding providing a secure and 
aesthetically correct attachment.� Mounting 
flange is 2mm thick.� Concealed mounting 
flange is 2mm thick and is securely 
attached to wall with stainless steel screws 
and locks with mounting flange with 
stainless steel locking screws.�

Towel Bar Swivelling

04.408 40 cm

Bowl Brush Cleaner is manufactured completely from AISI 304 
stainless steel.� Cover is 80mm tube, 1.�5mm thick.� Elastic brush 
attaches with 0.�6mm thick cover and 16mm 1.�2mm thick handle 
with stainless steel screw and is specially designed not to hold 
dirt.� Bowel brush cleaner may be mounted to wall with 1.�25mm 
thick mounting flange and stainless steel screw.� Removable 
bottom is plastic.�

Bowl Brush Cleaner

04.040

04.040-30 Inox Bright

04.040-00 Inox Satin
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Towel Bars / Brushes
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Reserve Vertical Paper Holder is manufactured completely from 
AISI 304 stainless steel.� Paper Roll is 16mm tube, 1.�2mm thick 
and is mechanically pressed into 2mm thick mounting flange, 
with no welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Support ring is 2mm thick and is mechanically pressed 
in paper roll.� Concealed mounting flange is 1.�25mm thick and 
securely attached to wall with stainless steel screws and locks with 
mounting flange with stainless steel locking screw.�

Paper Holder Vertical

04.111

04.111-30 Inox Bright

04.111-00 Inox Satin
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04.011-30 Inox Bright

04.011-00 Inox Satin

Reserve Horizontal Paper Holder is 
manufactured completely from AISI 304 
stainless steel.� Paper Roll is 16mm tube, 
1.�2mm thick and is mechanically pressed 
into 2mm thick mounting flange, with no 
welding providing a secure and aesthetically 
correct attachment.� Concealed mounting 
flange is 1.�25mm thick and securely 
attached to wall with stainless steel screws 
and locks with mounting flange with 
stainless steel locking screw.�

Paper Holder Horizontal
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04.002-30 Inox Bright

04.002-00 Inox Satin

04.112-30 Inox Bright

04.112-00 Inox Satin

Paper Holder with Cover is manufactured completely from 
AISI 304 stainless steel.� Cover is 1mm thick and attaches to 
1.�5mm thick bracket with stainless steel rivets.� Roller is 1.�5mm 
thick semi-cylinder shaped and securely attached to bracket.� 
The semi-cylinder shape prevents paper roll from spinning 
freely, thus resulting in economy in paper usage.� Bracket is 
mechanically pressed into 2mm thick mounting flange, with no 
welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� 
Concealed mounting flange is 1.�25mm thick and securely attached 
to wall with stainless steel screws and locks with mounting flange 
with stainless steel locking screw.�

Paper Holder With Cover

04.112 04.002
Three QuartersTowel Ring is manufactured 
from AISI 304 stainless steel and solid 
brass.� Ring is 16mm tube, 1.�2mm thick and 
attaches to a solid brass bracket.� Two highly 
durable plastic rings protect rotation points.� 
Bracket attaches to 2mm thick mounting 
flange, with stainless steel screws.� Concealed 
mounting flange is 1.�25mm thick and 
securely attaches to wall with stainless steel 
screws and locks with mounting flange with 
stainless steel locking screw.�

Towel Ring Three Quarters

With non-removable paper roll holder.�
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04.001-30 Inox Bright

04.001-00 Inox Satin

04.003-30 Inox Bright

04.003-00 Inox Satin

Towel Ring is manufactured from AISI 
304 stainless steel and solid brass.� Ring is 
12mm tube, 1mm thick and attaches to 
a solid brass bracket.� Two highly durable 
plastic rings protect rotation points.� Bracket 
attaches to 2mm thick mounting flange, 
with stainless steel screws.� Concealed 
mounting flange is 1.�25mm thick and 
securely attaches to wall with stainless steel 
screws and locks with mounting flange with 
stainless steel locking screw.�

Towel Ring

04.001

04.101-30 Inox Bright

04.101-00 Inox Satin

Towel Ring is manufactured completely 
from AISI 304 stainless steel.� Ring is 12mm 
tube, 1mm thick and attaches to 1.�5mm 
thick bracket.�  Two highly durable plastic 
rings protect rotation points.� Bracket 
is mechanically pressed to 2mm thick 
mounting flange with no welding providing 
a secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� 
Concealed mounting flange is 1.�25mm thick 
and securely attaches to wall with stainless 
steel screws and locks with mounting flange 
with stainless steel locking screw.�

Towel Ring

04.101

04.003
Trapezoidal Towel Ring is manufactured 
completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Ring is 12mm tube, 1mm thick and attaches 
to 1.�5mm thick bracket.�  Two highly durable 
plastic rings protect rotation points.� 
Bracket is mechanically pressed to 2mm 
thick mounting flange with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.�  Concealed mounting flange 
is 1.�25mm thick and securely attaches to 
wall with stainless steel screws and locks 
with mounting flange with stainless steel 
locking screw.�

Towel Ring Trapezoidal
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02.110-30 Inox Bright

02.110-00 Inox Satin

04.009-30 Inox Bright

04.009-00 Inox Satin

Robe Hook is manufactured completely 
from AISI 304 stainless steel.� Hook is 1.�5mm 
thick and is mechanically pressed into 
1.�5mm thick mounting flange, with no 
welding providing a secure and aesthetically 
correct attachment.� Mounting flange 
securely attaches to wall with exposed 
stainless steel screws.�

Robe Hook Single

02.110

02.210-30 Inox Bright

02.210-00 Inox Satin

Double Robe Hook is manufactured 
completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Hooks are 1.�5mm thick and are mechanically 
pressed into 1.�5mm thick mounting flange, 
with no welding providing a secure and 
aesthetically correct attachment.� Mounting 
flange securely attaches to wall with 
exposed stainless steel screws.�

Robe Hook Double

02.210

04.009
Single Robe Hook is manufactured 
completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Hook is 16mm tube, 1.�2mm thick and 
is mechanically pressed into 2mm thick 
mounting flange, with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Concealed mounting flange is 
1.�25mm thick stainless steel and securely 
attaches to wall with stainless steel screws 
and locks with mounting flange with 
stainless steel locking screw.�

Robe Hook Single
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Robe Hook is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless 
steel.� Hook is 2mm thick and is mechanically pressed into 2mm 
thick mounting flange, with no welding providing a secure and 
aesthetically correct attachment.� Concealed mounting flange is 
1.�25mm thick stainless steel and securely attaches to wall with 
stainless steel screws and locks with mounting flange with stainless 
steel locking screw.�

Robe Hook is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless 
steel.� Hook is 1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed into 2mm 
thick mounting flange, with no welding providing a secure and 
aesthetically correct attachment.� Concealed mounting flange is 
1.�25mm thick stainless steel and securely attaches to wall with 
stainless steel screws and locks with mounting flange with stainless 
steel locking screw.�

Robe Hook Double Robe Hook Single

04.010 04.110

04.010-30 Inox Bright

04.010-00 Inox Satin

04.110-30 Inox Bright

04.110-00 Inox Satin
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04.020-30 Inox Bright

04.020-00 Inox Satin

02.036-30 Inox Bright

02.036-00 Inox Satin

Sponge Holder is manufactured completely 
from AISI 304 stainless steel.� Sponge holder 
is 4mm solid round and is mechanically 
attached into solid orthogonal 15x6mm 
frame, with no welding providing a secure 
and aesthetically correct attachment.� Frame 
is attached to 2mm thick mounting flange 
with stainless steel screws.� Concealed 
mounting flange is 1.�25mm thick and 
securely attached to wall with stainless steel 
screws and locks with mounting flange with 
stainless steel locking screw.�

Sponge Holder Metallic

04.020

04.036-30 Inox Bright

04.036-00 Inox Satin

Corner Sponge Holder is manufactured 
completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Sponge holder is 1mm thick and is 
attached to 2mm thick mounting flange 
with stainless steel screws.� Concealed 
mounting flange is 1.�25mm thick and 
securely attached to wall with stainless 
steel screws and locks with mounting 
flange with stainless steel locking screw.�

Sponge Holder Corner

04.036

02.036
Corner Sponge Holder is manufactured 
completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Sponge holder is 1mm thick and is attached 
to 1.�5mm thick mounting flange with 
stainless steel screws.� Mounting flange is 
securely attached to wall with stainless steel 
exposed screws.�

Sponge Holder Corner
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02.236-30 Inox Bright

02.236-00 Inox Satin

04.021-30 Inox Bright

04.021-00 Inox Satin

Double Corner Sponge Holder is 
manufactured completely from AISI 304 
stainless steel.� Sponge holder is 1mm thick 
and is attached to 1.�5mm thick mounting 
flange with stainless steel screws.� Mounting 
flange is securely attached to wall with 
stainless steel exposed screws.�

Sponge Holder Corner, Double

02.236

02.235-30 Inox Bright

02.235-00 Inox Satin

Double Soap and Sponge Holder is 
manufactured completely from AISI 304 
stainless steel.� Soap and sponge holder is 
1mm thick and is attached to 1.�5mm thick 
mounting flange with stainless steel screws.� 
Mounting flange is securely attached to wall 
with stainless steel exposed screws.�

Soap and Sponge Holder 
Metallic, Double

02.235

04.021
Soap and Sponge Holder is manufactured 
completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Soap and sponge holder is 4mm solid round 
and is mechanically attached into solid 
orthogonal 15x6mm frame, with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Frame is attached to 2mm thick 
mounting flange with stainless steel screws.� 
Concealed mounting flange is 1.�25mm thick 
and securely attached to wall with stainless 
steel screws and locks with mounting flange 
with stainless steel locking screw.�

Soap and Sponge Holder Metallic
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02.035-30 Inox Bright

02.035-00 Inox Satin

04.014-01 Bright

Soap and Sponge Holder is manufactured 
completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Soap and sponge holder is 1mm thick and 
is attached to 1.�5mm thick mounting flange 
with stainless steel screws.� Mounting flange 
is securely attached to wall with stainless 
steel exposed screws.�

Soap and Sponge Holder 
Metallic

02.035

04.035-30 Inox Bright

04.035-00 Inox Satin

Soap and Sponge Holder is manufactured 
completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Soap and sponge holder is1mm thick and 
is attached to 2mm thick mounting flange 
with stainless steel screws.� Concealed 
mounting flange is 1.�25mm thick and 
securely attached to wall with stainless steel 
screws and locks with mounting flange with 
stainless steel locking screw.�

Soap and Sponge Holder 
Metallic

04.035

04.014
Crystal Soap Holder is manufactured from 
AISI 304 stainless steel, solid brass and 
crystal.� Soap holder ring is solid brass and 
attaches to 2mm thick mounting flange with 
stainless steel screws.� Concealed mounting 
flange is 1.�25mm thick and securely attaches 
to wall with stainless steel screws and locks 
with mounting flange with stainless steel 
locking screw.� Soap holder is satin crystal.�

Soap Holder
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04.034-30 Inox Bright

04.034-00 Inox Satin

04.107-30 Inox Bright

04.107-00 Inox Satin

Crystal Soap Holder is manufactured from 
AISI 304 stainless steel and crystal.� Soap 
holder ring is 1.�5mm thick and mechanically 
attaches to 2mm thick mounting flange 
with no welding providing a secure and 
aesthetically correct attachment.� Concealed 
mounting flange is 1.�25mm thick and 
securely attached to wall with stainless steel 
screws and locks with mounting flange with 
stainless steel locking screw.� Soap holder is 
satin crystal.�

Soap Holder 

04.034

04.019-30 Inox Bright

04.019-00 Inox Satin

Soap Holder is manufactured completely 
from AISI 304 stainless steel.� Soap holder 
is 4mm solid round and is mechanically 
attached into solid orthogonal 15x6mm 
frame, with no welding providing a secure 
and aesthetically correct attachment.� Frame 
is attached to 2mm thick mounting flange 
with stainless steel screws.� Concealed 
mounting flange is 1.�25mm thick and 
securely attached to wall with stainless steel 
screws and locks with mounting flange with 
stainless steel locking screw.�

Soap Holder Metallic

04.019

04.107
Soap Dish with Holes is manufactured 
completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Soap dish is 1mm thick with oval shaped 
draining holes and special gradient for water 
drainage.� It attaches to 2mm thick mounting 
flange with stainless steel screws.� Concealed 
mounting flange is 1.�25mm thick and 
securely attached to wall with stainless steel 
screws and locks with mounting flange with 
stainless steel locking screw.�

Soap Dish With Holes
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Soap Dish is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless 
steel.� Soap dish is 1mm thick and attaches to 2mm thick 
mounting flange with stainless steel screws.� Concealed mounting 
flange is 1.�25mm thick and securely attached to wall with 
stainless steel screws and locks with mounting flange with 
stainless steel locking screw.�

Liquid soap dispenser is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel, solid brass and crystal.� Tumbler holder ring is solid brass and 
attaches to 2mm thick mounting flange with stainless steel screws.� 
Concealed mounting flange is 1.�25mm thick and securely attaches 
to wall with stainless steel screws and locks with mounting flange 
with stainless steel locking screw.� Container is made from frosted 
crystal and has a metallic pump.�

Soap Dish Liquid Soap Dispenser 
With Crystal Container and Metallic Pump04.007
04.318

04.007-30 Inox Bright

04.007-00 Inox Satin 04.318-01 Bright
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04.013-01 Bright

02.233-30 Inox Bright

02.233-00 Inox Satin

Glass Tumbler Holder is manufactured 
from AISI 304 stainless steel, solid brass and 
crystal.� Tumbler holder ring is solid brass and 
attaches to 2mm thick mounting flange with 
stainless steel screws.� Concealed mounting 
flange is 1.�25mm thick and securely attaches 
to wall with stainless steel screws and locks 
with mounting flange with stainless steel 
locking screw.� Tumbler is satin crystal.�

Tumbler Holder Satin Crystal

04.013

04.033-30 Inox Bright

04.033-00 Inox Satin

Glass Tumbler Holder is manufactured 
from AISI 304 stainless steel and crystal.� 
Tumbler holder ring is 1.�5mm thick 
and mechanically attaches to 2mm 
thick mounting flange with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Concealed mounting flange 
is 1.�25mm thick and securely attached to 
wall with stainless steel screws and locks 
with mounting flange with stainless steel 
locking screw.� Tumbler is satin crystal.�

Tumbler Holder Satin Crystal

04.033

02.233
Double Glass Tumbler Holder is 
manufactured from AISI 304 stainless steel 
and crystal.� Tumbler holder rings are 1.�5mm 
thick and mechanically attached to 1.�5mm 
thick mounting flange with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Mounting flange securely 
attaches to wall with exposed stainless steel 
screws.� Tumblers are satin crystal.�

Tumbler Holder Double 
Satin Crystal
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ELEGANCE
 Steady and trendy

 Modern design series, ideal for 
 modern design environments.� 
 Big variety of products that can 
 meet all requirements.�

 Available finishes: Bright, Satin
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11.009-30 Inox Bright

11.210-30 Inox Bright

Robe Hook is manufactured completely 
from AISI 304 stainless steel.� Hook is 20mm 
diameter solid bar.� Concealed mounting 
base is 16mm diameter solid bar stainless 
steel and securely attaches to wall with 
stainless steel screw and locks with hook 
with stainless steel locking screw.�

Robe Hook Single

11.009

11.010-30 Inox Bright

Double Robe Hook is manufactured 
completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Brackets are 20mm diameter solid bar and 
are joined with 12mm diameter, 1mm thick 
tube with no welding providing a secure 
and aesthetically correct attachment.� Hooks 
are 20mm diameter solid bar.� Concealed 
mounting bases are 16mm diameter solid 
bar stainless steel and securely attach to wall 
with stainless steel screws and locks with 
brackets with stainless steel locking screw.�

Robe Hook Double

11.010

11.210
Double Robe Hook is manufactured 
completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Hooks are 20mm diameter solid bar and are 
placed over 1.�5mm thick plate.� Concealed 
mounting bases are 16mm diameter solid 
bar stainless steel and securely attach to 
wall with stainless steel screws and lock with 
hooks with stainless steel locking screw.�

Robe Hook Double
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Towel Shelf with Bar is manufactured completely from AISI 304 
stainless steel.� Brackets are 20mm diameter solid bar and are joined 
with 12mm diameter, 1mm thick tube towel shelf and bar with no 
welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� 
Concealed mounting bases are 16mm diameter solid bar stainless 
steel and securely attach to wall with stainless steel screws and 
locks with brackets with stainless steel locking screw.�

Towel Shelf With Bar

11.528 50 cm

11.628 60 cm

45

11.528-30 60 cm Inox Bright

11.628-30 60 cm Inox Bright
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Towel Bar is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Brackets are 20mm diameter solid bar and are joined with 12mm 
diameter, 1mm thick tube towel bar with no welding providing a 
secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� Concealed mounting 
bases are 16mm diameter solid bar stainless steel and securely 
attach to wall with stainless steel screws and locks with brackets 
with stainless steel locking screw.�

Towel Shelves / Towel Bars

11.644-30 60 cm Inox Bright

11.844-30 60 cm Inox Bright

Towel Bar Vanity Mounted

11.644 60 cm

11.844 80 cm
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11.604-30 60 cm Inox Bright

Towel Bar Single

11.304 30 cm

11.504 50 cm

11.604 60 cm

11.505 50 cm

11.605 60 cm

Towel Bar Double

11.605-30 60 cm Inox Bright

11.505-30 50 cm Inox Bright

Towel Bar is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Brackets are 20mm diameter solid bar and are joined with 12mm 
diameter, 1mm thick tube towel bar with no welding providing a 
secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� Concealed mounting 
bases are 16mm diameter solid bar stainless steel and securely 
attach to wall with stainless steel screws and locks with brackets 
with stainless steel locking screw.�

11.304-30 30 cm Inox Bright
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11.504-30 50 cm Inox Bright

ELEGANCE
Towel Bars
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Towel Bar is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Brackets are 20mm diameter solid bar and are joined with 12mm 
diameter, 1mm thick tube towel bar with no welding providing a 
secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� Concealed mounting 
bases are 16mm diameter solid bar stainless steel and securely 
attach to wall with stainless steel screws and locks with brackets 
with stainless steel locking screw.�
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11.001-30 Inox Bright

11.112-30 Inox Bright

Towel Ring is manufactured completely 
from AISI 304 stainless steel.� Brackets are 
20mm diameter solid bar and are joined 
with 12mm diameter solid bar towel ring 
with no welding providing a secure and 
aesthetically correct attachment.� Concealed 
mounting bases are 16mm diameter solid 
bar stainless steel and securely attach to wall 
with stainless steel screws and locks with 
brackets with stainless steel locking screw.�

Towel Ring

11.001

11.011-30 Inox Bright

Paper Holder is manufactured completely 
from AISI 304 stainless steel.� Brackets are 
20mm diameter solid bar and are joined 
with 12mm diameter solid bar paper roll 
holder with no welding providing a secure 
and aesthetically correct attachment.� 
Concealed mounting bases are 16mm 
diameter solid bar stainless steel and 
securely attach to wall with stainless steel 
screws and locks with brackets with stainless 
steel locking screw.�

Paper Holder

11.011

11.112
Paper Holder with Cover is manufactured 
completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Brackets are 20mm diameter solid bar 
and are joined with 12mm diameter solid 
bar paper roll holder with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Cover is 1mm thick sheet.� 
Concealed mounting bases are 16mm 
diameter solid bar stainless steel and 
securely attach to wall with stainless steel 
screws and locks with brackets with stainless 
steel locking screw.�

Paper Holder With Cover
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Paper Holder With Cover and Reserve

11.212 11.312
Paper Holder With Cover, Double

Paper Holder with Cover and Reserve is manufactured completely 
from AISI 304 stainless steel.� Brackets are 20mm diameter solid bar 
and are joined with 12mm diameter solid bar paper roll holder with 
no welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� 
Cover is 1mm thick sheet.� Concealed mounting bases are 16mm 
diameter solid bar stainless steel and securely attach to wall with 
stainless steel screws and locks with brackets with stainless steel 
locking screw.�

Double Paper Holder with Cover is manufactured completely from 
AISI 304 stainless steel.� Brackets are 20mm diameter solid bar and 
are joined with 12mm diameter solid bar paper roll holder with no 
welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� 
Cover is 1mm thick sheet.� Concealed mounting bases are 16mm 
diameter solid bar stainless steel and securely attach to wall with 
stainless steel screws and locks with brackets with stainless steel 
locking screw.�

11.212-30 Inox Bright 11.312-30 Inox Bright
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11.111-30 Inox Bright

Paper Holder is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless 
steel.� Brackets are 20mm diameter solid bar and are joined with 
12mm diameter solid bar paper roll holder with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� Concealed 
mounting bases are 16mm diameter solid bar stainless steel and 
securely attach to wall with stainless steel screws and locks with 
brackets with stainless steel locking screw.�

Paper Holder Vertical

11.111
Bowel Brush Cleaner is manufactured completely from AISI 304 
stainless steel.� Cover is 80mm tube, 1.�5mm thick.� Elastic brush 
attaches with 0.�6mm thick cover and 16mm 1.�2mm thick handle 
with stainless steel screw and is specially designed not to hold 
dirt.� Bowel brush cleaner may be mounted to wall with 1.�25mm 
thick mounting flange and stainless steel screw.� Removable 
bottom is plastic.�

Bowl Brush Cleaner
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11.040-30 Inox Bright
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11.021-30 Inox Bright11.014-30 Inox Bright

Soap Dish is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Brackets are 20mm diameter solid bar and are joined with 4mm 
diameter solid bar soap holder with no welding providing a secure 
and aesthetically correct attachment.� Concealed mounting bases 
are 16mm diameter solid bar stainless steel and securely attach 
to wall with stainless steel screws and locks with brackets with 
stainless steel locking screw.�  Soap holder is satin crystal.�

Soap Dish

11.014 11.021
Soap and Sponge Holder is manufactured completely from AISI 
304 stainless steel.� Brackets are 20mm diameter solid bar and are 
joined with 4mm and 6mm diameter solid bar holders with no 
welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� 
Concealed mounting bases are 16mm diameter solid bar stainless 
steel and securely attach to wall with stainless steel screws and 
locks with brackets with stainless steel locking screw.�

Soap and Sponge Holder
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ELEGANCE
Soap Dishes / Soap and Sponge Holders
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11.318-30 Inox Bright 11.013-30 Inox Bright

Liquid soap dispenser is manufactured completely from AISI 304 
stainless steel and crystal.� Brackets are 20mm diameter solid bar 
and are joined with 4mm diameter solid bar soap holder with no 
welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� 
Concealed mounting bases are 16mm diameter solid bar stainless 
steel and securely attach to wall with stainless steel screws and 
locks with brackets with stainless steel locking screw.� Container is 
made from frosted crystal and has a metallic pump.�

Liquid Soap Dispenser 
With Crystal Container and Metallic Pump

11.318
11.013
Tumbler Holder is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless 
steel.� Brackets are 20mm diameter solid bar and are joined with 
4mm diameter solid bar tumbler holder with no welding providing 
a secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� Concealed 
mounting bases are 16mm diameter solid bar stainless steel and 
securely attach to wall with stainless steel screws and locks with 
brackets with stainless steel locking screw.� Tumbler is satin crystal.�

Tumbler Holder
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SWING
 Less is more

 Very modern and minimal design range 
 of accessories.� Ideal for modern residential 
 projects as well as minimal design hotels.�

 Available finishes: Bright, Satin





Soap Dish is manufactured completely 
from AISI 304 stainless steel.� Brackets are 
18mm diameter solid bar and are joined 
with 6mm diameter solid bar and 1mm 
thick sheet soap dish with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Concealed mounting bases are 
16mm diameter solid bar stainless steel and 
securely attach to wall with stainless steel 
screws and locks with brackets with stainless 
steel locking screw.�

Soap Dish

12.007

54

12.007-30 Inox Bright

12.021-30 Inox Bright

Soap and Sponge Holder is manufactured 
completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Brackets are 18mm diameter solid bar 
and are joined with 4mm and 6mm 
diameter solid bar holders with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Concealed mounting bases are 
16mm diameter solid bar stainless steel and 
securely attach to wall with stainless steel 
screws and locks with brackets with stainless 
steel locking screw.�

12.006-30 Inox Bright

Toothbrush Holder is manufactured 
completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Brackets are 18mm diameter solid bar 
and are joined with 6mm diameter solid 
bar toothbrush holder with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Concealed mounting bases are 
16mm diameter solid bar stainless steel and 
securely attach to wall with stainless steel 
screws and locks with brackets with stainless 
steel locking screw.�

Toothbrush Holder
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SWING
Soap Dishes / Soap and Sponge Holders

Soap and Sponge Holder

12.021
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12.010-30 Inox Bright

12.001-30 Inox Bright

12.009-30 Inox Bright

Single Robe Hook is manufactured 
completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Bracket is 18mm diameter solid bar and is 
joined with 6mm diameter solid bar hook 
with no welding providing a secure and 
aesthetically correct attachment.� Concealed 
mounting base is 16mm diameter solid bar 
stainless steel and securely attaches to wall 
with stainless steel screw and locks with 
bracket with stainless steel locking screw.�

Robe Hook Single

12.009

12.010

12.001

Double Robe Hook is manufactured 
completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Bracket is 18mm diameter solid bar and is 
joined with 6mm diameter solid bar hook 
with no welding providing a secure and 
aesthetically correct attachment.� Concealed 
mounting base is 16mm diameter solid bar 
stainless steel and securely attaches to wall 
with stainless steel screw and locks with 
bracket with stainless steel locking screw.�

Towel Ring is manufactured completely 
from AISI 304 stainless steel.� Brackets are 
18mm diameter solid bar and are joined 
with 10mm diameter solid bar towel ring 
with no welding providing a secure and 
aesthetically correct attachment.� Concealed 
mounting bases are 16mm diameter solid 
bar stainless steel and securely attach to wall 
with stainless steel screws and locks with 
brackets with stainless steel locking screw.�

Robe Hook Double

Towel Ring
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Toothbrush Holders / Hooks



12.604-30 60 cm Inox Bright

Towel Bar Single

12.304 30 cm

12.504 50 cm

12.604 60 cm

12.304-30 30 cm Inox Bright
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12.504-30 50 cm Inox Bright

12.111-30 Inox Bright

Paper Holder is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless 
steel.� Brackets are 18mm diameter solid bar and are joined with 
10mm diameter solid bar paper roll holder with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� Concealed 
mounting bases are 16mm diameter solid bar stainless steel and 
securely attach to wall with stainless steel screws and locks with 
brackets with stainless steel locking screw.�

Paper Holder

12.111

SWING
Towel Bars / Paper Holders
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Towel Bar is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Brackets are 18mm diameter solid bar and are joined with 10mm 
diameter solid bar towel holder with no welding providing a 
secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� Concealed mounting 
bases are 16mm diameter solid bar stainless steel and securely 
attach to wall with stainless steel screws and locks with brackets 
with stainless steel locking screw.�
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11.040

Bowl Brush Cleaner 
Wall Mounted and Free Standing

Bowel Brush Cleaner is manufactured completely from AISI 304 
stainless steel.� Cover is 80mm tube, 1.�5mm thick.� Elastic brush 
attaches with 0.�6mm thick cover and 16mm 1.�2mm thick handle 
with stainless steel screw and is specially designed not to hold 
dirt.� Bowel brush cleaner may be mounted to wall with 1.�25mm 
thick mounting flange and stainless steel screw.� Removable 
bottom is plastic.�

11.040-30 Inox Bright12.011-30 Inox Bright
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Paper Holder is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless 
steel.� Brackets are 18mm diameter solid bar and are joined with 
10mm diameter solid bar paper roll holder with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� Concealed 
mounting bases are 16mm diameter solid bar stainless steel and 
securely attach to wall with stainless steel screws and locks with 
brackets with stainless steel locking screw.�

Paper Holder

12.011

Paper Holders / Brushes
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EXCELSIOR
 Royal choice

 High end range for luxurious environments with 
 classic design and solid construction.� 
 Ideal for hotel suites and residential villas.� 
 World class range of accessories.�

 Available finishes: Bright





08.527-30 50 cm Inox Bright

08.627-30 60 cm Inox Bright

Towel Shelf

08.527 50 cm

08.627 60 cm

08.304-30 30 cm Inox Bright

08.504-30 50 cm Inox Bright

08.604-30 60 cm Inox Bright

Single Towel Bar is manufactured completely from AISI 304 
stainless steel.� Bases are 40mm diameter solid bar and are joined to 
2mm thick mounting flanges with stainless steel screw.� Towel bar 
is 18mm diameter 1mm thick tube and is joined to bases with no 
welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� 
Concealed mounting flanges are 1.�25mm thick stainless steel and 
securely attach to wall with stainless steel screws and lock with 
mounting flanges with stainless steel locking screw.�

Towel Bar Single

08.304 30 cm

08.504 50 cm

08.604 60 cm
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EXCELSIOR
Towel Shelves / Towel Bars

Towel Shelf is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless 
steel.� Bases are 40mm diameter solid bar and are joined to 2mm 
thick mounting flanges with stainless steel screw.� Towel shelf is 
18mm diameter 1mm thick tube and is joined to bases with no 
welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� 
Concealed mounting flanges are 1.�25mm thick stainless steel and 
securely attach to wall with stainless steel screws and lock with 
mounting flanges with stainless steel locking screw.�
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08.010-30 Inox Bright

08.013-30 Inox Bright

08.001-30 Inox Bright

Towel Ring is manufactured completely 
from AISI 304 stainless steel.� Base is 40mm 
diameter solid bar and is joined to 2mm 
thick mounting flange with stainless steel 
screw.� Towel ring is 12mm diameter 1mm 
thick tube and is joined to base with no 
welding providing a secure and aesthetically 
correct attachment.� Concealed mounting 
flange is 1.�25mm thick stainless steel and 
securely attaches to wall with stainless steel 
screws and locks with mounting flange with 
stainless steel locking screw.�

Towel Ring

08.001

08.010

08.013

Robe Hook is manufactured completely 
from AISI 304 stainless steel.� Base is 40mm 
diameter solid bar and is joined to 2mm 
thick mounting flange with stainless steel 
screw.� Hooks are 25mm diameter solid bar 
and are joined to base with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Concealed mounting flange is 
1.�25mm thick stainless steel and securely 
attaches to wall with stainless steel screws 
and locks with mounting flange with 
stainless steel locking screw.�

Tumbler Holder is manufactured completely 
from AISI 304 stainless steel.� Base is 40mm 
diameter solid bar and is joined to 2mm 
thick mounting flange with stainless steel 
screw.� Holder is 2mm thick sheet and 
25mm diameter solid bar and is joined to 
base with no welding providing a secure 
and aesthetically correct attachment.� 
Concealed mounting flange is 1.�25mm thick 
stainless steel and securely attaches to wall 
with stainless steel screws and locks with 
mounting flange with stainless steel locking 
screw.� Tumbler is satin crystal.�

Robe Hook

Tumbler Holder

Towel Rings / Hooks / Tumbler - Toothbrush Holders
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Soap Holder is manufactured completely from 
AISI 304 stainless steel.� Base is 40mm diameter 
solid bar and is joined to 2mm thick mounting 
flange with stainless steel screw.� Holder is 
2mm thick sheet and 25mm diameter solid 
bar and is joined to base with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Concealed mounting flange 
is 1.�25mm thick stainless steel and securely 
attaches to wall with stainless steel screws 
and locks with mounting flange with stainless 
steel locking screw.� Soap holder is satin crystal.�

Soap Dish

08.014
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08.014-30 Inox Bright

08.021-30 Inox Bright

Soap and Sponge Holder is manufactured 
completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Bases are 40mm and 18mm diameter solid 
bar and are joined to 2mm thick mounting 
flanges with stainless steel screw.� Soap and 
sponge holder is 6mm and 8mm diameter 
solid bar and is joined to bases with no 
welding providing a secure and aesthetically 
correct attachment.� Concealed mounting 
flanges are 1.�25mm thick stainless steel and 
securely attach to wall with stainless steel 
screws and lock with mounting flanges with 
stainless steel locking screw.�

08.318-30 Inox Bright

Liquid soap dispenser is manufactured 
from AISI 304 stainless steel, solid brass and 
crystal.� Tumbler holder ring is solid brass and 
attaches to 2mm thick mounting flange with 
stainless steel screws.� Concealed mounting 
flange is 1.�25mm thick and securely attaches 
to wall with stainless steel screws and locks 
with mounting flange with stainless steel 
locking screw.� Container is made from 
frosted crystal and has a metallic pump.�

Liquid Soap Dispenser With Crystal 
Container and Metallic Pump

08.318
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EXCELSIOR
Soap Dishes / Soap and Sponge Holders / Soap Dispensers

Soap and Sponge Holder

08.021
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08.111-30 Inox Bright

08.040-30 Inox Bright

08.112-30 Inox Bright

Paper Holder with Cover is manufactured 
completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� Base 
is 40mm diameter solid bar and is joined to 
2mm thick mounting flange with stainless steel 
screw.� Paper Roll is 18mm tube, 1mm thick and 
is joined to base with no welding providing a 
secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� 
Cover is 1mm thick sheet.� Concealed mounting 
flange is 1.�25mm thick stainless steel and 
securely attaches to wall with stainless steel 
screws and locks with mounting flange with 
stainless steel locking screw.�

Paper Holder With Cover

08.112

08.111

08.040

Reserve Vertical Paper Holder is manufactured 
completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� Base is 
40mm diameter solid bar and is joined to 2mm 
thick mounting flange with stainless steel 
screw.� Paper Roll is 18mm tube, 1mm thick and 
is joined to base with no welding providing a 
secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� 
Support ring is 2mm thick and is mechanically 
pressed in paper roll.� Concealed mounting 
flange is 1.�25mm thick stainless steel and 
securely attaches to wall with stainless steel 
screws and locks with mounting flange with 
stainless steel locking screw.�

Bowel Brush Cleaner is manufactured 
completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Cover is 80mm tube, 1.�5mm thick.� Elastic 
brush attaches with 0.�6mm thick cover and 
18mm 1mm thick handle with stainless steel 
screw and is specially designed not to hold 
dirt.� Bowel brush cleaner may be mounted 
to wall with 1.�25mm thick mounting flange 
and stainless steel screw.� Removable bottom 
is plastic.�

Paper Holder Vertical

Bowl Brush Cleaner
Wall Mounted and Free Standing
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POSEIDON  Vintage look

 Design that matches vintage style taps 
 and sanitary ware.� Complete range that can be 
 installed to all classic design environments.�

 Available finishes: Bright
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Towel Shelf With Bar

06.528 50 cm

06.628 60 cm

06.528-01 50 cm Bright

06.304-01 50 cm Bright

06.504-01 50 cm Bright

06.604-01 50 cm Bright06.628-01 50 cm Bright

Single Towel Bar is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless steel and 
brass.� Towel bar is 12mm tube, 1mm thick and mechanically attaches 
to solid brass brackets.� The brackets mount to 2mm thick mounting 
flange with stainless steel screws.� Concealed mounting flange is 
1.�25mm thick and securely attached to wall with stainless steel screws 
and locks with mounting flange with stainless steel locking screw.�

Towel Bar

06.304 30 cm

06.504 50 cm

06.604 60 cmTowel Shelf with Towel Bar is manufactured completely from 
AISI 304 stainless steel.� Frame is 16mm tube, 1.�2mm thick and is 
mechanically pressed into 2mm thick mounting flange, with no 
welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� 
Shelf and bar is 12mm tube, 1mm thick and is mechanically 
attached to frame.� Concealed mounting flange is 1.�25mm thick 
and securely attached to wall with stainless steel screws and locks 
with mounting flange with stainless steel locking screw.�
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POSEIDON
Towel Shelves / Towel Bars
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06.516-01 50 cm Bright

06.616-01 50 cm Bright

06.816-01 50 cm Bright 06.001-01 Bright

Bathroom Shelves / Towel Rings

06.001
Towel Ring

Towel Ring is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless steel and solid 
brass.� Ring is 12mm stainless steel tube, 1mm thick and attaches 
to solid brass bracket.� Two highly durable plastic rings protect 
rotation points.� Bracket attaches to 2mm thick mounting flange, 
with stainless steel screw.� Concealed mounting flange is 1.�25mm 
thick and securely attached to wall with stainless steel screws and 
locks with mounting flange with stainless steel locking screw.�

Glass Bathroom Shelf is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel, solid brass and crystal.� Bracket is solid brass and attaches to 
2mm thick mounting flange with stainless steel screws.� Concealed 
mounting flange is 1.�25mm thick and securely attached to wall 
with stainless steel screws and locks with mounting flange with 
stainless steel locking screw.� Shelf is 8mm thick crystal.�

Glass Bathroom Shelf

06.516 50 cm

06.616 60 cm

06.816 85 cm
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Robe Hook Single

06.009
Paper Holder is manufactured from  AISI 304 stainless steel and 
brass.� Paper roll is 12mm tube, 1mm thick and mechanically 
attaches to solid brass bracket.� The bracket mounts to 2mm thick 
mounting flange with stainless steel screws.� Concealed mounting 
flange is 1.�25mm thick and securely attached to wall with stainless 
steel screws and locks with mounting flange with stainless steel 
locking screw.�

Robe Hook is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless steel and brass.� 
Hook is solid brass and attaches to 2mm thick mounting flange 
with stainless steel screw.� Concealed mounting flange is 1.�25mm 
thick stainless steel and securely attaches to wall with stainless 
steel screws and locks with mounting flange with stainless steel 
locking screw.�

Paper Holder
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Hooks/ Paper Holders
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06.040

Bowl Brush Cleaner 
Wall Mounted and Free Standing

Bowel Brush Cleaner is manufactured completely from AISI 304 
stainless steel.� Cover is 80mm tube, 1.�5mm thick.� Elastic brush 
attaches with 0.�6mm thick cover and 16mm 1.�2mm thick handle 
with stainless steel screw and is specially designed not to hold 
dirt.� Bowel brush cleaner may be mounted to wall with 1.�25mm 
thick mounting flange and stainless steel screw.� Removable 
bottom is plastic.�

Verical Reserve Paper Holder is manufactured from  AISI 304 
stainless steel and brass.� Paper roll is 12mm tube, 1mm thick 
and mechanically attaches to solid brass bracket.� The bracket 
mounts to 2mm thick mounting flange with stainless steel screws.� 
Concealed mounting flange is 1.�25mm thick and securely attached 
to wall with stainless steel screws and locks with mounting flange 
with stainless steel locking screw.�

Paper Holder Vertical, Reserve
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06.111-01 Bright 06.040-01 Bright
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Paper Holders / Brushes
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Sponge Holder Corner Mounted

06.024
Soap and Sponge Holder is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and solid brass.� Soap and sponge holder is 4mm solid brass 
and is mechanically attached into solid brass orthogonal 13x6mm 
frame, with no welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Frame is attached to 2mm thick mounting flange with 
stainless steel screws.� Concealed mounting flange is 1.�25mm thick 
and securely attached to wall with stainless steel screws and locks 
with mounting flange with stainless steel locking screw.�

Soap and Sponge Holder

06.021
Corner Sponge Holder is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and solid brass.� Sponge holder is 4mm solid brass and is 
mechanically attached into solid brass orthogonal 13x6mm frame, 
with no welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Frame is attached to 2mm thick mounting flange with 
stainless steel screws.� Concealed mounting flange is 1.�25mm thick 
and securely attached to wall with stainless steel screws and locks 
with mounting flange with stainless steel locking screw.�
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Soap and Sponge Holders
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Crystal Soap Holder is manufactured from 
AISI 304 stainless steel, solid brass and 
crystal.� Soap holder ring is solid brass and 
attaches to 2mm thick mounting flange 
with stainless steel screws.� Concealed 
mounting flange is 1.�25mm thick and 
securely attached to wall with stainless steel 
screws.� It locks with mounting flange with 
stainless steel locking screw.� Soap holder is 
satin crystal.�

Soap Dish

06.014

06.318

06.013

Liquid soap dispenser is manufactured 
from AISI 304 stainless steel, solid brass and 
crystal.� Tumbler holder ring is solid brass and 
attaches to 2mm thick mounting flange with 
stainless steel screws.� Concealed mounting 
flange is 1.�25mm thick and securely attaches 
to wall with stainless steel screws and locks 
with mounting flange with stainless steel 
locking screw.� Container is made from 
frosted crystal and has a metallic pump.�

Crystal Tumbler Holder is manufactured 
from AISI 304 stainless steel, solid brass and 
crystal.� Tumbler holder ring is solid brass 
and attaches to 2mm thick (14 gauge) 
mounting flange with stainless steel screws.�
Concealed mounting flange is 1.�25mm thick 
and securely attached to wall with stainless 
steel screws and locks with mounting flange 
with stainless steel locking screw.� Tumbler is 
satin crystal.�

Liquid Soap Dispenser With Crystal 
Container and Metallic Pump

Tumbler Holder Satin Crystal

06.014-01 Bright

06.318-01 Bright

06.013-01 Bright
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UNIVERSAL Made to complete

 This range of accessories includes items 
 complimentary to all series.� 
 You can combine products of the 
 Universal series with any other product line.�

 Available finishes: Bright, Satin
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03.212-30 Inox Bright

03.212-00 Inox Satin

03.211-30 Inox Bright

03.211-00 Inox Satin

Double Recessed Paper Holder is manufactured completely from 
AISI 304 stainless steel.� Shell is 1mm thick.� Cover is 1mm thick 
stainless steel.� Paper rolls are AISI 304 Stainless Steel tube, 25mm 
diameter, with stainless steel spring to facilitate insertion.�

Double Recessed Paper Holder is manufactured completely from 
AISI 304 stainless steel.� Shell is 1mm thick.� Paper rolls are AISI 304 
Stainless Steel tube, 25mm diameter, with stainless steel spring to 
facilitate insertion.�

Paper Holder Recessed, With Cover, Double Paper Holder Recessed, Double

03.212 03.211

UNIVERSAL
Paper Holders

Stainless Steel AISI 304 paper roll holder is included.� 
Required wall opening for recession: 29x13cm depth 5cm.�
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Stainless Steel AISI 304 paper roll holder is included.� 
Required wall opening for recession: 29x13cm depth 5cm.�
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02.212-30 Inox Bright

02.212-00 Inox Satin

02.211-30 Inox Bright

02.211-00 Inox Satin

03.112-30 Inox Bright

03.112-00 Inox Satin

Paper Holder Wall Mounted, 
With Cover, Double

02.212

03.112
Recessed Paper Holder is manufactured 
completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Shell is 1mm thick.� Cover is 1mm thick 
stainless steel.� Paper roll is AISI 304 Stainless 
Steel tube, 25mm diameter, with stainless 
steel spring to facilitate insertion.�

Paper Holder Recessed, 
With Cover

Stainless Steel AISI 304 paper roll holder 
is included.�
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Double Paper Holder with Cover is 
manufactured completely from AISI 304 
stainless steel 4mm thick.� Cover is 1mm 
thick stainless steel.� It securely attaches to 
wall with stainless steel screws.� Paper rolls 
are AISI 304 Stainless Steel tube, 25mm 
diameter, with stainless steel spring to 
facilitate insertion.�

Stainless Steel AISI 304 paper roll holder 
is included.�
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02.211
Double Paper Holder is manufactured 
completely from AISI 304 stainless steel 
4mm thick.� It securely attaches to wall with 
stainless steel screws.� Paper rolls are AISI 304 
Stainless Steel tube, 25mm diameter, with 
stainless steel spring to facilitate insertion.�

Paper Holder Double

Paper Holders

Stainless Steel AISI 304 paper roll holder 
is included.� Required wall opening for 
recession: 13x13cm depth 5cm.�
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02.111-30 Inox Bright

02.111-00 Inox Satin

Single Paper Holder is manufactured completely from AISI 304 
stainless steel 4mm thick.� It securely attaches to wall with stainless 
steel screws.� Paper roll is AISI 304 Stainless Steel tube, 25mm 
diameter, with stainless steel spring to facilitate insertion.�

Paper Holder Wall Mounted

02.11103.111
Recessed Paper Holder is manufactured completely from AISI 
304 stainless steel.� Shell is 1mm thick.� Paper roll is AISI 304 
Stainless Steel tube, 25mm diameter, with stainless steel spring 
to facilitate insertion.�

Paper Holder Recessed

03.111-30 Inox Bright

03.111-00 Inox Satin

Stainless Steel AISI 304 paper roll holder is included.�
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UNIVERSAL
Paper Holders

Stainless Steel AISI 304 paper roll holder is included.� 
Required wall opening for recession: 13x13cm depth 5cm.�
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00.436 40 cm

00.536 50 cm

00.636 60 cm

Bathroom Shelf Metallic

02.112-30 Inox Bright

02.112-00 Inox Satin

00.436-30 40 cm !nox Bright

00.436-00 40 cm Inox Satin

00.536-30 50 cm Inox Bright

00.536-00 50 cm Inox Satin

00.636-30 60 cm Inox Bright

00.636-00 60 cm Inox Satin

Single Paper Holder with Cover is manufactured completely from 
AISI 304 stainless steel 4mm thick.� Cover is 1mm thick stainless 
steel.� It securely attaches to wall with stainless steel screws.� Paper 
roll is AISI 304 Stainless Steel tube, 25mm diameter, with stainless 
steel spring to facilitate insertion.�

Paper Holder Wall Mounted, With Cover

02.112

Stainless Steel AISI 304 paper roll holder is included.�
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Metallic Bathroom Shelf is completely manufactured from 1.�25mm 
thick AISI 304 stainless steel.� All corners are rounded to eliminate 
the risk of injury.� It securely attaches to wall with three stainless 
steel screws.�
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Paper Holders / Shelves
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04.416 40 cm

04.516 50 cm

04.616 60 cm

04.816 60 cm

05.416 40 cm

05.516 50 cm

05.616 60 cm

Bathroom Shelf Glass Bathroom Shelf Glass, With Banister

Glass Bathroom Shelf is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Bracket is 2mm thick stainless steel and is 
mechanically pressed into 2mm thick mounting flange, with no 
welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� 
Concealed mounting flange is 1.�25mm thick and securely attaches 
to wall with stainless steel screws and locks with mounting flange 
with stainless steel locking screw.� Shelf is 8mm (5/16) thick crystal.�

Glass Bathroom Shelf with Banister is manufactured from AISI 304 
stainless steel and crystal.� Bracket is 2mm thick stainless steel and 
is mechanically pressed into 2mm thick mounting flange, with no 
welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� 
Protective banister is 6mm solid bar and is attached to the brackets 
with stainless steel screws.� Concealed mounting flange is 1.�25mm 
thick and securely attaches to wall with stainless steel screws and 
locks with mounting flange with stainless steel locking screw.� Shelf 
is 8mm (5/16) thick crystal.�
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04.816-30 85 cm Inox Bright

04.416-30 40 cm Inox Bright

05.416-30 40 cm Inox Bright

05.516-30 50 cm Inox Bright

05.616-30 60 cm Inox Bright

04.516-30 50 cm Inox Bright

04.616-30 60 cm Inox Bright
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04.022

04.122

04.023

Angled Grab Bar Left, With Soap Holder

Angled Grab Bar Right, With Soap Holder

Angled Grab Bar Symmetrical

04.022-30 Inox Bright

04.022-00 Inox Satin

04.122-30 Inox Bright

04.122-00 Inox Satin

04.023-30 Inox Bright

04.023-00 Inox Satin

Angled Grab Bar with Soap Dish is manufactured 
completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� Grab bar 
is 25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick and is mechanically 
pressed into 2mm thick mounting flange, with 
no welding providing a secure and aesthetically 
correct attachment.� Soap dish is 1mm thick 
with oval shaped draining holes and special 
gradient for water drainage.� It attaches to the 
grab bar with stainless steel screws.� Mounting 
flange is securely attached to wall with stainless 
steel screws and covered with the 0.�8mm thick 
flange cover.�

Angled Grab Bar with Soap Dish is manufactured 
completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� Grab bar 
is 25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick and is mechanically 
pressed into 2mm thick mounting flange, with 
no welding providing a secure and aesthetically 
correct attachment.� Soap dish is 1mm thick 
with oval shaped draining holes and special 
gradient for water drainage.� It attaches to the 
grab bar with stainless steel screws.� Mounting 
flange is securely attached to wall with stainless 
steel screws and covered with the 0.�8mm thick 
flange cover.�

Angled Grab Bar is manufactured 
completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Grab bar is 25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick 
and is mechanically pressed into 2mm 
thick mounting flange, with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically 
correct attachment.� Mounting flange is 
securely attached to wall with stainless 
steel screws and covered with the 0.�8mm 
thick flange cover.�
Grab bar should sustain dead weight of 
150Kg at any point for 5 minutes provided 

Grab bar should sustain dead weight of 
150Kg at any point for 5 minutes provided 
that at least equal strength could sustain the 
wall or anchors to which it is attached.�

Grab bar should sustain dead weight of 
150Kg at any point for 5 minutes provided 
that at least equal strength could sustain the 
wall or anchors to which it is attached.�
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Symmetrical grab bar.� Can be mounted left 
or right.�
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that at least equal strength could sustain the 
wall or anchors to which it is attached.�

Grab Bars
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04.051

04.052

04.152

Angled Grab Bar Symmetrical, Anti-Slip

Angled Grab Bar Left, Anti-Slip, With Soap Holder

Angled Grab Bar Right, Anti-Slip, With Soap Holder

04.051-30 Inox Bright

04.052-30 Inox Bright

04.152-30 Inox Bright

Angled Grab Bar is manufactured 
completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Grab bar is 25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick 
and is mechanically pressed into 2mm 
thick mounting flange, with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically 
correct attachment.� Mounting flange is 
securely attached to wall with stainless 
steel screws and covered with the 0.�8mm 
thick flange cover.� 
Grab bar should sustain dead weight of 
150Kg at any point for 5 minutes provided 

Angled Grab Bar with Soap Dish is 
manufactured completely from AISI 304 
stainless steel.� Grab bar is 25mm tube, 
1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed 
into 2mm thick mounting flange, with no 
welding providing a secure and aesthetically 
correct attachment.� Soap dish is 1mm thick 
with oval shaped draining holes and special 
gradient for water drainage.� It attaches to 
the grab bar with stainless steel screws.� 
Mounting flange is securely attached to wall 
with stainless steel screws and covered with 

Angled Grab Bar with Soap Dish is 
manufactured completely from AISI 304 
stainless steel.� Grab bar is 25mm tube, 
1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed 
into 2mm thick mounting flange, with no 
welding providing a secure and aesthetically 
correct attachment.� Soap dish is 1mm thick 
with oval shaped draining holes and special 
gradient for water drainage.� It attaches to 
the grab bar with stainless steel screws.� 
Mounting flange is securely attached to wall 
with stainless steel screws and covered with 

Symmetrical grab bar.� Can be mounted left 
or right.�
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that at least equal strength could sustain the 
wall or anchors to which it is attached.�

the 0.�8mm thick flange cover.�
Grab bar should sustain dead weight of 
150Kg at any point for 5 minutes provided 
that at least equal strength could sustain the 
wall or anchors to which it is attached.�

the 0.�8mm thick flange cover.�
Grab bar should sustain dead weight of 
150Kg at any point for 5 minutes provided 
that at least equal strength could sustain the 
wall or anchors to which it is attached.�
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04.222

04.252

04.315 30 cm

04.415 40 cm

Angled Grab Bar Left, / Right, With Soap Holder

Angled Grab Bar Left / Right, Anti-Slip, With Soap Holder

Grab Bar

04.222-30 Inox Bright

04.222-00 Inox Satin

04.415-30 30 cm Inox Bright

04.415-00 40 cm Inox Satin

04.315-30 30 cm Inox Bright

04.315-00 30 cm Inox Satin

04.252-30 Inox Bright

Angled Grab Bar with Soap Dish is 
manufactured completely from AISI 304 
stainless steel.� Grab bar is 25mm tube, 1.�5mm 
thick and is mechanically pressed into 2mm 
thick mounting flange, with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Soap dish is 4mm diameter solid 
bar.� Mounting flange is securely attached to 
wall with stainless steel screws and covered 
with the 0.�8mm thick flange cover.�Grab bar 
should sustain dead weight of 150Kg at any 
point for 5 minutes provided that at least 

Angled Grab Bar with Soap Dish is 
manufactured completely from AISI 304 
stainless steel.� Grab bar is 25mm tube, 1.�5mm 
thick and is mechanically pressed into 2mm 
thick mounting flange, with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Soap dish is 4mm diameter solid 
bar.� Mounting flange is securely attached to 
wall with stainless steel screws and covered 
with the 0.�8mm thick flange cover.�
Grab bar should sustain dead weight of 
150Kg at any point for 5 minutes provided 

Grab Bar is manufactured completely from 
AISI 304 stainless steel.� Grab bar is 25mm tube, 
1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed into 
2mm thick mounting flange, with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Mounting flange is securely 
attached to wall with stainless steel screws and 
covered with the 0.�8mm thick flange cover.�
Grab bar should sustain dead weight of 
180Kg at any point for 5 minutes provided 
that at least equal strength could sustain the 
wall or anchors to which it is attached.�

equal strength could sustain the wall or 
anchors to which it is attached.�

Symmetrical grab bar.� Can be mounted left or 
right by assembling the soap dish accordingly.�

that at least equal strength could sustain the 
wall or anchors to which it is attached.�

Symmetrical grab bar.� Can be mounted left or 
right by assembling the soap dish accordingly.�
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04.350 30 cm

04.450 40 cm

Grab Bar Anti-Slip

04.450-30 30 cm Inox Bright

04.350-30 30 cm Inox Bright

Grab Bar is manufactured completely 
from AISI 304 stainless steel.� Grab bar 
is 25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick and is 
mechanically pressed into 2mm thick 
mounting flange, with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically 
correct attachment.� Mounting flange is 
securely attached to wall with stainless 
steel screws and covered with the 0.�8mm 
thick flange cover.�Grab bar should sustain 
dead weight of 180Kg at any point for 
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5 minutes provided that at least equal 
strength could sustain the wall or anchors 
to which it is attached.�

02.201
Towel Ring Double

02.201-01 Bright

Double Towel Ring is manufactured from 
AISI 304 stainless steel and brass.� Rings are 
16mm tube 1.�2mm thick and attach to 
solid brass mounting flange.� Four highly 
durable plastic rings protect rotation points.� 
Mounting flange is securely attached to wall 
with stainless steel screws and covered by 
1mm thick stainless steel protective cover.� 
Cover attaches to flange with two stainless 
steel screws.�

05.209
Hygienic Bag Dispenser

05.209-30 Inox Bright

05.209-00 Inox Satin

99.042-00 Hygienic Bag Refills

Hygienic Bag Dispenser  is manufactured 
completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� The 
base is 1.�25mm thick and securely attaches 
to wall with stainless steel screws.� Cover is 
0.�8mm thick.�

UNIVERSAL
Grab Bars / Towel Rings / Hygienic Bag Dispensers
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04.131
Tissue Dispenser Wall Mounted

04.131-30 Inox Bright

04.131-00 Inox Satin

04.331-30 Inox Bright

04.331-00 Inox Satin

Tissue Dispenser is manufactured 
completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� Base 
is 1.�5mm thick and connects to the front 
plate with solid stainless steel rivets.� The 
base securely attaches to wall with stainless 
steel screws.�

04.331
Tissue Dispenser Recessed

Recessed Tissue Dispenser is manufactured 
completely from 1.�2mm thick AISI 304 
stainless steel.� The front part is attached to 
the rear part with a stainless steel hinge, thus 
enabling it to open.� The rear part is recessed 
and securely attached to the wall with four 
stainless steel screws.� Required wall opening 
for recession: 29x14cm depth 6cm.�

05.109
Serviette Disposal Bag Hook

05.109-01 Bright

Serviette Disposal Bag Hook is 
manufactured completely from solid brass.� 
It securely attaches to wall with exposed 
stainless steel screws.�
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Bath Stool is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless steel and 
premium quality plastic.� Seat is premium quality plastic and 
supports are 18mm tube, 1mm thick.�

Bath Stool White

04.04110.001
Portable Bathroom Hanging Stand is manufactured from brass and 
AISI 304 stainless steel.� Hooks and hanger are 12mm, 1mm thick  
and attach to 30mm 1.�5mm thick post.� Base is 1.�25mm thick and 
includes 10 Kg weight for improved stability of the stand.�

Bathroom Hanging Stand Portable
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10.001-21 Bright / Gold 04.041-30 Inox Bright

UNIVERSAL
Portable Stands / Bath Stools
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04.055
Bottle Opener Wall Mounted

04.055-30 Inox Bright

11.041-30 Inox Bright

Wall Mounted Bottle Opener is 
manufactured completely from AISI 304 
stainless steel 1.�5mm thick.� It securely 
attaches to wall with two stainless steel 
screws.�

11.041
Door Bumper Floor Mounted

Door Bumper is manufactured completely 
from AISI 304 stainless steel.� Base is 20mm 
diameter solid bar and securely attaches to 
floor with stainless steel screw.� Rubber ring 
is 40mm diameter.�

04.539
Used Towels Basket

04.539-30 Inox Bright

Used Towels Basket is manufactured 
completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Frame is 16mm tube, 1.�2mm thick.� Internal 
Tubes is 12mm tube, 1mm thick and is 
mechanically attached to frame.�
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05.057
Clothes Line Retractable

05.057-30 Inox Bright

04.124-30 Inox Bright

04.124-00 Inox Satin

Clothes Line is manufactured from AISI 
304 stainless steel.� Cover is 1mm thick.� 
Concealed mounting flange is 1.�25mm thick, 
securely attached to wall with stainless steel 
screws and locks with cover with stainless 
steel screw.� High strength clothes line, 
270cm long, mounts to 1mm thick locking 
flange and locks with locking screw.� Locking 
flange mounts to wall with exposed stainless 
steel screws.�

04.124
Shampoo Bottle Holder Corner

Corner Shampoo Bottle Holder is 
manufactured completely from stainless 
steel AISI 304.� Shampoo bottle holder 
is 4mm solid round and is mechanically 
attached into orthogonal 15x6mm frame, 
with no welding providing a secure and 
aesthetically correct attachment.� Frame 
is securely attached to wall with exposed 
stainless steel screws.�

04.025
Shower Rail

04.025-30 Inox Bright

Shower Rail is manufactured from AISI 304 
stainless steel and solid brass.� Rail is 18mm 
(11/16) tube, 1mm thick (20 gauge) and is 
mechanically attached into solid brass rail 
supports, with no welding providing a secure 
and aesthetically correct attachment.� Rail 
supports are attached to 2mm thick (14 gauge) 
mounting flange with stainless steel screws.� 
Sliding shower hook is solid brass.� It slides and 
stops in position by means of stainless steel 
compression springs without locking screw.� 
Concealed mounting flange is 2mm thick 

stainless steel and securely attaches to wall with 
stainless steel screws and locks with mounting 
flange with stainless steel locking screw.�

All parts are metallic.� The shower head stops 
at the desired position with the use of an 
automatic brake, without any screws.�
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03.007
Soap Dish Recessed

04.024-30 Inox Bright

04.024-00 Inox Satin

03.007-30 Inox Bright

03.007-00 Inox Satin

11.114-30 Inox Bright

Recessed Soap Dish is manufactured 
completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Shell is 1mm thick and lip is 1mm thick.�

Required wall opening for recession: 
13x13cm depth 5cm.�

11.114
Soap Dish Table Top

Soap Dish is manufactured completely 
from AISI 304 stainless steel.� Brackets are 
20mm diameter solid bar and are joined 
with 4mm diameter solid bar soap holder 
with no welding providing a secure and 
aesthetically correct attachment.� Soap 
holder is satin crystal.�

04.024
Sponge Holder Corner

Corner Sponge Holder is manufactured 
completely from stainless steel AISI 304.� 
Sponge holder is 4mm solid round and 
is mechanically attached into orthogonal 
15x6mm frame, with no welding providing a 
secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� 
Frame is securely attached to wall with 
exposed stainless steel screws.�
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05.439 5.�5 litre

Waste Bin With Lid

05.339-30 Inox Bright

05.339-00 Inox Satin

05.439-30 Inox Bright

05.439-00 Inox Satin

05.739-30 Inox Bright

05.739-00 Inox Satin

Waste Bin with Lid is manufactured 
completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� Bin 
is 0.�6mm thick and attaches to 0.�8mm thick 
lid with stainless steel hinge.� Removable 
bin is plastic.� Foot pedal and opening 
mechanism is stainless steel.�

05.739 12 litre

Waste Bin With Lid

Waste Bin with Lid is manufactured 
completely from AISI 430 stainless steel.� Bin 
is 0.�6mm thick and attaches to 0.�8mm thick 
lid with stainless steel hinge.� Removable 
bin is plastic.� Foot pedal and opening 
mechanism is stainless steel.�

05.339 3 litre

Waste Bin With Lid

Waste Bin with Lid is manufactured 
completely from AISI 430 stainless steel.� Bin 
is 0.�6mm thick and attaches to 0.�8mm thick 
lid with stainless steel hinge.� Removable 
bin is plastic.� Foot pedal and opening 
mechanism is stainless steel.�
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05.839-30 Inox Bright

05.839-00 Inox Satin

05.939-30 Inox Bright

05.939-00 Inox Satin

Waste Bin with Lid is manufactured completely from AISI 430 
stainless steel.� Bin is 0.�6mm thick and attaches to 0.�8mm thick lid 
with stainless steel hinge.� Removable bin is plastic.� Foot pedal and 
opening mechanism is stainless steel.�

Waste Bin with Lid is manufactured completely from AISI 430 
stainless steel.� Bin is 0.�6mm thick and attaches to 0.�8mm thick lid 
with stainless steel hinge.� Removable bin is plastic.� Foot pedal and 
opening mechanism is stainless steel.�

Waste Bin With Lid Waste Bin With Lid

05.839 20 litre 05.939 30 litre
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05.151 12 litre

Waste Bin

05.437-30 Inox Bright

05.427-00 Inox Satin

05.151-30 Inox Bright

05.149-00 Inox Satin

Waste bin is manufactured completely from 
AISI 430 Stainless Steel 0.�8mm thick.�

05.149 12 litre

Waste Bin With Bag Ring

Waste bin is manufactured completely from 
AISI 430 Stainless Steel 0.�8mm thick.�

05.437 6 litre

Waste Bin With Lid, Rectangular

Waste Bin with Lid is manufactured 
completely from AISI 430 stainless steel.� Bin 
is 0.�6mm thick and attaches to 0.�8mm thick 
lid with stainless steel hinge.� Removable 
bin is plastic.� Foot pedal and opening 
mechanism is stainless steel.� 200
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05.239 9 litre

Waste Bin Metallic

05.139-02 White

05.239-02 White

05.851-30 Inox Bright

Waste bin is manufactured completely from 
anodized aluminum 1.�5mm thick.�

05.851 9 litre

Waste Bin Perforated

Waste bin is manufactured completely from 
AISI 430 Stainless Steel 0.�8mm thick.�

05.139 5.�7 litre

Waste Bin Metallic

Waste bin is manufactured completely from 
anodized aluminum 1.�5mm thick.�
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MIRRORS COLLECTION

94

BRIGHT
 Mirror and light

 Mirrors with lighting elements.� 
 An all-in-one solution suitable 
 for any environment.� 
 Available with or without frame.�

WITHOUT FRAME

WITH FRAME





26.001 70 x 70 cm
With 1 x 24w Horizontal Light

26.002 70 x 70 cm
With 2 x 24w Vertical Lights

Mirror plain with light is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper 
plated with varnish protection against corrosion, attached to 
base with special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Mirror 
mounts on wall with stainless steel screws.� Mirror includes a T5 
24W fluorescent lamp and electronic ballast 1x24W with 220V - 
240V voltage.�

Mirror plain with light is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper 
plated with varnish protection against corrosion, attached to 
base with special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Mirror 
mounts on wall with stainless steel screws.� Mirror includes two T5 
24W fluorescent lamp and electronic ballast 2x24W with 220V - 
240V voltage.�

Mirror Plain Mirror Plain

26.001-00 26.002-00

BRIGHT
Mirrors Illuminated Without Frame

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�295-00
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�295-00
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26.021 70 x 70 cm
With 1 x 24w Horizontal Light (Square)

26.022 70 x 70 cm
With 2 x 24w Vertical Lights (Square)

Mirror plain with light is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper 
plated with varnish protection against corrosion, attached to 
base with special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Mirror 
mounts on wall with stainless steel screws.� Mirror includes a T5 
24W fluorescent lamp and electronic ballast 1x24W with 220V - 
240V voltage.�

Mirror plain with light is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper 
plated with varnish protection against corrosion, attached to 
base with special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Mirror 
mounts on wall with stainless steel screws.� Mirror includes two T5 
24W fluorescent lamp and electronic ballast 2x24W with 220V - 
240V voltage.�

Mirror Plain Mirror Plain

26.021-00 26.022-00
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Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�295-00
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Mirrors Illuminated Without Frame

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�295-00
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BRIGHT
Mirrors Illuminated Without Frame

26.003 70 x 100 cm
With 1 x 24w Horizontal Light

26.004 70 x 100 cm
With 2 x 39w Vertical Lights

Mirror plain with light is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper 
plated with varnish protection against corrosion, attached to 
base with special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Mirror 
mounts on wall with stainless steel screws.� Mirror includes a T5 
24W fluorescent lamp and electronic ballast 1x24W with 220V - 
240V voltage.�

Mirror plain with light is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper 
plated with varnish protection against corrosion, attached to 
base with special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Mirror 
mounts on wall with stainless steel screws.� Mirror includes two T5 
39W fluorescent lamp and electronic ballast 2x39W with 220V - 
240V voltage.�

Mirror Plain Mirror Plain

26.003-00 26.004-00

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�295-00

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�295-00
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Mirrors Illuminated Without Frame

26.005 100 x 70 cm
With 1 x 39w Horizontal Light

26.006 100 x 70 cm
With 2 x 24w Vertical Lights

Mirror plain with light is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper 
plated with varnish protection against corrosion, attached to 
base with special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Mirror 
mounts on wall with stainless steel screws.� Mirror includes a T5 
39W fluorescent lamp and electronic ballast 1x39W with 220V - 
240V voltage.�

Mirror plain with light is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper 
plated with varnish protection against corrosion, attached to 
base with special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Mirror 
mounts on wall with stainless steel screws.� Mirror includes two T5 
24W fluorescent lamp and electronic ballast 2x24W with 220V - 
240V voltage.�

Mirror Plain Mirror Plain

26.005-00 26.006-00

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�295-00

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�295-00
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BRIGHT

26.023 70 x 100 cm
With 1 x 24w Horizontal Light (Square)

26.024 70 x 100 cm
With 2 x 39w Vertical Lights (Square)

Mirror plain with light is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper 
plated with varnish protection against corrosion, attached to 
base with special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Mirror 
mounts on wall with stainless steel screws.� Mirror includes a T5 
24W fluorescent lamp and electronic ballast 1x24W with 220V - 
240V voltage.�

Mirror plain with light is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper 
plated with varnish protection against corrosion, attached to 
base with special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Mirror 
mounts on wall with stainless steel screws.� Mirror includes two T5 
39W fluorescent lamp and electronic ballast 2x39W with 220V - 
240V voltage.�

Mirror Plain Mirror Plain

26.023-00 26.024-00

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�295-00

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�295-00
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Mirrors Illuminated Without Frame
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26.025 100 x 70 cm
With 1 x 39w Horizontal Light (Square)

26.026 100 x 70 cm
With 2 x 24w Vertical Lights (Square)

Mirror plain with light is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper 
plated with varnish protection against corrosion, attached to 
base with special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Mirror 
mounts on wall with stainless steel screws.� Mirror includes a T5 
39W fluorescent lamp and electronic ballast 1x39W with 220V - 
240V voltage.�

Mirror plain with light is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper 
plated with varnish protection against corrosion, attached to 
base with special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Mirror 
mounts on wall with stainless steel screws.� Mirror includes two T5 
24W fluorescent lamp and electronic ballast 2x24W with 220V - 
240V voltage.�

Mirror Plain Mirror Plain

26.025-00 26.026-00

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�295-00

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�295-00

Mirrors Illuminated Without Frame
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BRIGHT
Mirrors Illuminated Without Frame

26.009 120 x 70 cm
With 1 x 39w Horizontal Light
and 2 x 39w Vertical Lights

26.029 120 x 70 cm
With 1 x 39w Horizontal Light
and 2 x 39w Vertical Lights (Square)

Mirror plain with light is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless steel 
and crystal.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated 
with varnish protection against corrosion, attached to base with 
special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Mirror mounts on 
wall with stainless steel screws.� Mirror includes two T5 24W and 
one 39W fluorescent lamp and two electronic ballasts (one 2x24W 
and one 1x39W) with 220V - 240V voltage.�

Mirror plain with light is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless steel 
and crystal.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated 
with varnish protection against corrosion, attached to base with 
special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Mirror mounts on 
wall with stainless steel screws.� Mirror includes two T5 24W and 
one 39W fluorescent lamp and two electronic ballasts (one 2x24W 
and one 1x39W) with 220V - 240V voltage.�

Mirror Plain Mirror Plain

26.009-00 26.029-00

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�395-00

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�395-00
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Mirrors Illuminated Without Frame

26.007 100 x 100 cm
With 1 x 39w Horizontal Light

26.008 100 x 100 cm
With 2 x 39w Vertical Lights

Mirror plain with light is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper 
plated with varnish protection against corrosion, attached to 
base with special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Mirror 
mounts on wall with stainless steel screws.� Mirror includes a T5 
39W fluorescent lamp and electronic ballast 1x39W with 220V - 
240V voltage.�

Mirror plain with light is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper 
plated with varnish protection against corrosion, attached to 
base with special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Mirror 
mounts on wall with stainless steel screws.� Mirror includes two T5 
39W fluorescent lamp and electronic ballast 2x39W with 220V - 
240V voltage.�

Mirror Plain Mirror Plain

26.007-00 26.008-00

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�395-00

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�395-00
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BRIGHT
Mirrors Illuminated Without Frame

26.027 100 x 100 cm
With 1 x 39w Horizontal Light (Square)

26.028 100 x 100 cm
With 2 x 39w Vertical Lights (Square)

Mirror plain with light is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper 
plated with varnish protection against corrosion, attached to 
base with special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Mirror 
mounts on wall with stainless steel screws.� Mirror includes a T5 
39W fluorescent lamp and electronic ballast 1x39W with 220V - 
240V voltage.�

Mirror plain with light is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper 
plated with varnish protection against corrosion, attached to 
base with special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Mirror 
mounts on wall with stainless steel screws.� Mirror includes two T5 
39W fluorescent lamp and electronic ballast 2x39W with 220V - 
240V voltage.�

Mirror Plain Mirror Plain

26.027-00 26.028-00

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�395-00

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�395-00
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Mirrors Illuminated With Frame

27.001 70 x 70 cm
With 1 x 24w Horizontal Light

27.002 70 x 70 cm
With 2 x 24w Vertical Lights

Mirror with frame and light is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Frame is manufactured from bended sheet with 
all edges constructed as safe edges for protection against injuries.� 
Frame parts and the mounting bases are mechanically assembled 
with no welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated 
with varnish protection against corrosion, attached to base with 
special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Mirror mounts on 
wall with stainless steel screws.� Mirror includes a T5 24W fluorescent 
lamp and electronic ballast 1x24W with 220V - 240V voltage.�

Mirror with frame and light is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Frame is manufactured from bended sheet with all 
edges constructed as safe edges for protection against injuries.� Frame 
parts and the mounting bases are mechanically assembled with no 
welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� 
Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated with varnish 
protection against corrosion, attached to base with special double-
sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Mirror mounts on wall with stainless 
steel screws.� Mirror includes two T5 24W fluorescent lamp and 
electronic ballast 2x24W with 220V - 240V voltage.�

Mirror With Frame Mirror With Frame

27.001-30 Inox Bright

27.001-00 Inox Satin

27.002-30 Inox Bright

27.002-00 Inox Satin

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�295-00

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�295-00
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BRIGHT
Mirrors Illuminated With Frame

27.021 70 x 70 cm
With 1 x 24w Horizontal Light (Square)

27.022 70 x 70 cm
With 2 x 24w Vertical Lights (Square)

Mirror with frame and light is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Frame is manufactured from bended sheet with 
all edges constructed as safe edges for protection against injuries.� 
Frame parts and the mounting bases are mechanically assembled 
with no welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated 
with varnish protection against corrosion, attached to base with 
special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Mirror mounts on 
wall with stainless steel screws.� Mirror includes a T5 24W fluorescent 
lamp and electronic ballast 1x24W with 220V - 240V voltage.�

Mirror with frame and light is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Frame is manufactured from bended sheet with all 
edges constructed as safe edges for protection against injuries.� Frame 
parts and the mounting bases are mechanically assembled with no 
welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� 
Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated with varnish 
protection against corrosion, attached to base with special double-
sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Mirror mounts on wall with stainless 
steel screws.� Mirror includes two T5 24W fluorescent lamp and 
electronic ballast 2x24W with 220V - 240V voltage.�

Mirror With Frame Mirror With Frame

27.021-30 Inox Bright

27.021-00 Inox Satin

27.022-30 Inox Bright

27.022-00 Inox Satin

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�295-00

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�295-00
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Mirrors Illuminated With Frame

27.003 70 x 100 cm
With 1 x 24w Horizontal Light

27.004 70 x 100 cm
With 2 x 39w Vertical Lights

Mirror with frame and light is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Frame is manufactured from bended sheet with 
all edges constructed as safe edges for protection against injuries.� 
Frame parts and the mounting bases are mechanically assembled 
with no welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated 
with varnish protection against corrosion, attached to base with 
special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Mirror mounts on 
wall with stainless steel screws.� Mirror includes a T5 24W fluorescent 
lamp and electronic ballast 1x24W with 220V - 240V voltage.�

Mirror with frame and light is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Frame is manufactured from bended sheet with all 
edges constructed as safe edges for protection against injuries.� Frame 
parts and the mounting bases are mechanically assembled with no 
welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� 
Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated with varnish 
protection against corrosion, attached to base with special double-
sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Mirror mounts on wall with stainless 
steel screws.� Mirror includes two T5 39W fluorescent lamp and 
electronic ballast 2x39W with 220V - 240V voltage.�

Mirror With Frame Mirror With Frame

27.003-30 Inox Bright

27.003-00 Inox Satin

27.004-30 Inox Bright

27.004-00 Inox Satin

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�295-00

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�295-00
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BRIGHT
Mirrors Illuminated With Frame

27.005 100 x 70 cm
With 1 x 39w Horizontal Light

27.006 100 x 70 cm
With 2 x 24w Vertical Lights

Mirror with frame and light is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Frame is manufactured from bended sheet with 
all edges constructed as safe edges for protection against injuries.� 
Frame parts and the mounting bases are mechanically assembled 
with no welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated 
with varnish protection against corrosion, attached to base with 
special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Mirror mounts on 
wall with stainless steel screws.� Mirror includes a T5 39W fluorescent 
lamp and electronic ballast 1x39W with 220V - 240V voltage.�

Mirror with frame and light is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Frame is manufactured from bended sheet with all 
edges constructed as safe edges for protection against injuries.� Frame 
parts and the mounting bases are mechanically assembled with no 
welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� 
Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated with varnish 
protection against corrosion, attached to base with special double-
sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Mirror mounts on wall with stainless 
steel screws.� Mirror includes two T5 24W fluorescent lamp and 
electronic ballast 2x24W with 220V - 240V voltage.�

Mirror With Frame Mirror With Frame

27.005-30 Inox Bright

27.005-00 Inox Satin

27.006-30 Inox Bright

27.006-00 Inox Satin

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�295-00

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�295-00
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Mirrors Illuminated With Frame

27.023 70 x 100 cm
With 1 x 24w Horizontal Light (Square)

27.024 70 x 100 cm
With 2 x 39w Vertical Lights (Square)

Mirror with frame and light is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Frame is manufactured from bended sheet with 
all edges constructed as safe edges for protection against injuries.� 
Frame parts and the mounting bases are mechanically assembled 
with no welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated 
with varnish protection against corrosion, attached to base with 
special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Mirror mounts on 
wall with stainless steel screws.� Mirror includes a T5 24W fluorescent 
lamp and electronic ballast 1x24W with 220V - 240V voltage.�

Mirror with frame and light is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Frame is manufactured from bended sheet with all 
edges constructed as safe edges for protection against injuries.� Frame 
parts and the mounting bases are mechanically assembled with no 
welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� 
Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated with varnish 
protection against corrosion, attached to base with special double-
sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Mirror mounts on wall with stainless 
steel screws.� Mirror includes two T5 39W fluorescent lamp and 
electronic ballast 2x39W with 220V - 240V voltage.�

Mirror With Frame Mirror With Frame

27.023-30 Inox Bright

27.023-00 Inox Satin

27.024-30 Inox Bright

27.024-00 Inox Satin

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�295-00

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�295-00
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BRIGHT
Mirrors Illuminated With Frame

27.025 100 x 70 cm
With 1 x 39w Horizontal Light (Square)

Mirror with frame and light is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Frame is manufactured from bended sheet with 
all edges constructed as safe edges for protection against injuries.� 
Frame parts and the mounting bases are mechanically assembled 
with no welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated 
with varnish protection against corrosion, attached to base with 
special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Mirror mounts on 
wall with stainless steel screws.� Mirror includes a T5 39W fluorescent 
lamp and electronic ballast 1x39W with 220V - 240V voltage.�

Mirror With Frame

27.025-30 Inox Bright

27.025-00 Inox Satin

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�295-00
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27.026 100 x 70 cm
With 2 x 24w Vertical Lights (Square)

Mirror with frame and light is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Frame is manufactured from bended sheet with all 
edges constructed as safe edges for protection against injuries.� Frame 
parts and the mounting bases are mechanically assembled with no 
welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� 
Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated with varnish 
protection against corrosion, attached to base with special double-
sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Mirror mounts on wall with stainless 
steel screws.� Mirror includes two T5 24W fluorescent lamp and 
electronic ballast 2x24W with 220V - 240V voltage.�

Mirror With Frame

27.026-30 Inox Bright

27.026-00 Inox Satin

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�295-00

1000
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Mirrors Illuminated With Frame

27.009 120 x 70 cm
With 1 x 39w Horizontal Light
And 2 x 39w Vertical Lights

27.029 120 x 70 cm
With 1 x 39w Horizontal Light
And 2 x 39w Vertical Lights (Square)

Mirror with frame and light is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Frame is manufactured from bended sheet with 
all edges constructed as safe edges for protection against injuries.� 
Frame parts and the mounting bases are mechanically assembled 
with no welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated 
with varnish protection against corrosion, attached to base with 
special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Mirror mounts on 
wall with stainless steel screws.� Mirror includes two T5 24W and 
one 39W fluorescent lamp and two electronic ballasts (one 2x24W 
and one 1x39W) with 220V - 240V voltage.�

Mirror with frame and light is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Frame is manufactured from bended sheet with 
all edges constructed as safe edges for protection against injuries.� 
Frame parts and the mounting bases are mechanically assembled 
with no welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated 
with varnish protection against corrosion, attached to base with 
special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Mirror mounts on 
wall with stainless steel screws.� Mirror includes two T5 24W and 
one 39W fluorescent lamp and two electronic ballasts (one 2x24W 
and one 1x39W) with 220V - 240V voltage.�

Mirror With Frame Mirror With Frame

27.009-30 Inox Bright

27.009-00 Inox Satin

27.029-30 Inox Bright

27.029-00 Inox Satin

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�395-00

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�395-00
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BRIGHT
Mirrors Illuminated With Frame

27.007 100 x 100 cm
With 1 x 39w Horizontal Light

27.008 100 x 100 cm
With 2 x 39w Vertical Lights

Mirror with frame and light is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Frame is manufactured from bended sheet with 
all edges constructed as safe edges for protection against injuries.� 
Frame parts and the mounting bases are mechanically assembled 
with no welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated 
with varnish protection against corrosion, attached to base with 
special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Mirror mounts on 
wall with stainless steel screws.� Mirror includes a T5 39W fluorescent 
lamp and electronic ballast 1x39W with 220V - 240V voltage.�

Mirror with frame and light is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Frame is manufactured from bended sheet with all 
edges constructed as safe edges for protection against injuries.� Frame 
parts and the mounting bases are mechanically assembled with no 
welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� 
Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated with varnish 
protection against corrosion, attached to base with special double-
sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Mirror mounts on wall with stainless 
steel screws.� Mirror includes two T5 39W fluorescent lamp and 
electronic ballast 2x39W with 220V - 240V voltage.�

Mirror With Frame Mirror With Frame

27.007-30 Inox Bright

27.007-00 Inox Satin

27.008-30 Inox Bright

27.008-00 Inox Satin

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�395-00

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�395-00
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Mirrors Illuminated With Frame

27.027 100 x 100 cm
With 1 x 39w Horizontal Light (Square)

27.028 100 x 100 cm
With 2 x 39w Vertical Lights (Square)

Mirror with frame and light is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Frame is manufactured from bended sheet with 
all edges constructed as safe edges for protection against injuries.� 
Frame parts and the mounting bases are mechanically assembled 
with no welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated 
with varnish protection against corrosion, attached to base with 
special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Mirror mounts on 
wall with stainless steel screws.� Mirror includes a T5 39W fluorescent 
lamp and electronic ballast 1x39W with 220V - 240V voltage.�

Mirror with frame and light is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Frame is manufactured from bended sheet with all 
edges constructed as safe edges for protection against injuries.� Frame 
parts and the mounting bases are mechanically assembled with no 
welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� 
Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated with varnish 
protection against corrosion, attached to base with special double-
sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Mirror mounts on wall with stainless 
steel screws.� Mirror includes two T5 39W fluorescent lamp and 
electronic ballast 2x39W with 220V - 240V voltage.�

Mirror With Frame Mirror With Frame

27.027-30 Inox Bright

27.027-00 Inox Satin

27.028-30 Inox Bright

27.028-00 Inox Satin

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�395-00

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�395-00
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SIDE FRAME

FRAME
 Portrait yourself

 Mirrors with frames suitable for any environment.� 
 All mirrors can be installed either horizontally 
 or vertically without modification.� Choose among 
 the following four different stainless steel frames.�

INCLINED FRAME

NARROW FRAME

WIDE FRAME





02.623 60 x 80 cm 02.823 70 x 90 cm

Mirror with inclined frame is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Frame is manufactured from bended sheet with 
all edges constructed as safe edges for protection against injuries.� 
Frame parts and the mounting bases are mechanically assembled 
with no welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated 
with varnish protection against corrosion, attached to base with 
special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Specially designed 
mounting system enables the mirror to be installed either vertically 
or horizontally without modification.�  Mirror mounts on wall with 
stainless steel screws.�

Mirror with inclined frame is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Frame is manufactured from bended sheet with 
all edges constructed as safe edges for protection against injuries.� 
Frame parts and the mounting bases are mechanically assembled 
with no welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated 
with varnish protection against corrosion, attached to base with 
special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Specially designed 
mounting system enables the mirror to be installed either vertically 
or horizontally without modification.�  Mirror mounts on wall with 
stainless steel screws.�

Mirror With Inclined Frame Mirror With Inclined Frame

02.623-30 Inox Bright

02.623-00 Inox Satin

02.823-30 Inox Bright

02.823-00 Inox Satin

600
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FRAME
Mirrors With Inclined Frame

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�195-00

Use one of the following mirror heaters to convert to anti-fog 
mirror: 10.�195-00, 10.�295-00, 10.�395-00
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02.723 70 x 70 cm 02.923 80 x 100 cm

Mirror with inclined frame is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Frame is manufactured from bended sheet with 
all edges constructed as safe edges for protection against injuries.� 
Frame parts and the mounting bases are mechanically assembled 
with no welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated 
with varnish protection against corrosion, attached to base with 
special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Specially designed 
mounting system enables the mirror to be installed either vertically 
or horizontally without modification.�  Mirror mounts on wall with 
stainless steel screws.�

Mirror with inclined frame is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Frame is manufactured from bended sheet with 
all edges constructed as safe edges for protection against injuries.� 
Frame parts and the mounting bases are mechanically assembled 
with no welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated 
with varnish protection against corrosion, attached to base with 
special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Specially designed 
mounting system enables the mirror to be installed either vertically 
or horizontally without modification.�  Mirror mounts on wall with 
stainless steel screws.�

Mirror With Inclined Frame Mirror With Inclined Frame

02.723-30 Inox Bright

02.723-00 Inox Satin

02.923-30 Inox Bright

02.923-00 Inox Satin

Use one of the following mirror heaters to convert to anti-fog 
mirror: 10.�195-00, 10.�295-00, 10.�395-00
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Mirrors With Inclined Frame

Use one of the following mirror heaters to convert to anti-fog 
mirror: 10.�195-00, 10.�395-00
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02.124-30 Inox Bright

02.124-00 Inox Satin

02.224-30 Inox Bright

02.224-00 Inox Satin

02.324-30 Inox Bright

02.324-00 Inox Satin

FRAME
Mirrors With Narrow Frame

02.124 45 x 80 cm
With 13mm Frame

02.224 45 x 100 cm
With 13mm Frame

02.324 45 x 120 cm
With 13mm Frame

Mirror with 13mm frame is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless steel 
and crystal.� Frame is manufactured from bended sheet with all edges 
constructed as safe edges for protection against injuries.� Frame parts 
and the mounting bases are mechanically assembled with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� Mirror is 
5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated with varnish protection 
against corrosion, attached to base with special double-sided adhesive 
tape and silicon.� Specially designed mounting system enables 
the mirror to be installed either vertically or horizontally without 
modification.�  Mirror mounts on wall with stainless steel screws.�
Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 10.�195-00

Mirror with 13mm frame is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless steel 
and crystal.� Frame is manufactured from bended sheet with all edges 
constructed as safe edges for protection against injuries.� Frame parts 
and the mounting bases are mechanically assembled with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� Mirror is 5mm 
thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated with varnish protection against 
corrosion, attached to base with special double-sided adhesive tape 
and silicon.� Specially designed mounting system enables the mirror to 
be installed either vertically or horizontally without modification.�  Mirror 
mounts on wall with stainless steel screws.�Use one of the following 
mirror heaters to convert to anti-fog mirror: 10.�195-00, 10.�295-00

Mirror with 13mm frame is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless steel 
and crystal.� Frame is manufactured from bended sheet with all edges 
constructed as safe edges for protection against injuries.� Frame parts 
and the mounting bases are mechanically assembled with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� Mirror is 
5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated with varnish protection 
against corrosion, attached to base with special double-sided adhesive 
tape and silicon.� Specially designed mounting system enables 
the mirror to be installed either vertically or horizontally without 
modification.�  Mirror mounts on wall with stainless steel screws.�
Use one of the following mirror heaters to convert to anti-fog 
mirror: 10.�195-00, 10.�295-00

Mirror With Narrow Frame

Mirror With Narrow Frame

Mirror With Narrow Frame
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02.230-30 Inox Bright

02.230-00 Inox Satin

02.130-30 Inox Bright

02.130-00 Inox Satin

02.330-30 Inox Bright

02.330-00 Inox Satin

Mirrors With Side Frame

02.230 55 x 100 cm

02.130 55 x 80 cm

02.330 55 x 120 cm

Mirror with side frame is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Frame is manufactured from bended sheet with 
all edges constructed as safe edges for protection against injuries.� 
Frame parts and the mounting bases are mechanically assembled 
with no welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated 
with varnish protection against corrosion, attached to base with 
special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Specially designed 
mounting system enables the mirror to be installed either vertically 
or horizontally without modification.�  Mirror mounts on wall with 
stainless steel screws.�
Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 10.�195-00

Mirror with side frame is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Frame is manufactured from bended sheet with 
all edges constructed as safe edges for protection against injuries.� 
Frame parts and the mounting bases are mechanically assembled 
with no welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated 
with varnish protection against corrosion, attached to base with 
special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Specially designed 
mounting system enables the mirror to be installed either vertically 
or horizontally without modification.�  Mirror mounts on wall with 
stainless steel screws.�
Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 10.�195-00

Mirror with side frame is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless steel 
and crystal.� Frame is manufactured from bended sheet with all edges 
constructed as safe edges for protection against injuries.� Frame parts 
and the mounting bases are mechanically assembled with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� Mirror is 
5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated with varnish protection 
against corrosion, attached to base with special double-sided adhesive 
tape and silicon.� Specially designed mounting system enables 
the mirror to be installed either vertically or horizontally without 
modification.�  Mirror mounts on wall with stainless steel screws.�
Use one of the following mirror heaters to convert to anti-fog 
mirror: 10.�195-00, 10.�295-00

Mirror With Side Frame

Mirror With Side Frame

Mirror With Side Frame
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FRAME
Mirrors With Wide Frame

Mirror with 33mm frame is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Frame is manufactured from bended sheet with 
all edges constructed as safe edges for protection against injuries.� 
Frame parts and the mounting bases are mechanically assembled 
with no welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated 
with varnish protection against corrosion, attached to base with 
special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Specially designed 
mounting system enables the mirror to be installed either vertically 
or horizontally without modification.�  Mirror mounts on wall with 
stainless steel screws.�

Mirror with 33mm frame is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Frame is manufactured from bended sheet with 
all edges constructed as safe edges for protection against injuries.� 
Frame parts and the mounting bases are mechanically assembled 
with no welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated 
with varnish protection against corrosion, attached to base with 
special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Specially designed 
mounting system enables the mirror to be installed either vertically 
or horizontally without modification.�  Mirror mounts on wall with 
stainless steel screws.�

Mirror With Wide Frame Mirror With Wide Frame

02.422-30 Inox Bright

02.422-00 Inox Satin

02.522-30 Inox Bright

02.522-00 Inox Satin

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�195-00

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�195-00
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02.422 40 x 60 cm
With 33mm Frame

02.522 50 x 60 cm
With 33mm Frame
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Mirrors With Wide Frame

Mirror with 33mm frame is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Frame is manufactured from bended sheet with 
all edges constructed as safe edges for protection against injuries.� 
Frame parts and the mounting bases are mechanically assembled 
with no welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated 
with varnish protection against corrosion, attached to base with 
special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Specially designed 
mounting system enables the mirror to be installed either vertically 
or horizontally without modification.�  Mirror mounts on wall with 
stainless steel screws.�

Mirror with 33mm frame is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel and crystal.� Frame is manufactured from bended sheet with 
all edges constructed as safe edges for protection against injuries.� 
Frame parts and the mounting bases are mechanically assembled 
with no welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated 
with varnish protection against corrosion, attached to base with 
special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Specially designed 
mounting system enables the mirror to be installed either vertically 
or horizontally without modification.�  Mirror mounts on wall with 
stainless steel screws.�

Mirror With Wide Frame Mirror With Wide Frame

02.722-30 Inox Bright

02.722-00 Inox Satin

02.822-30 Inox Bright

02.822-00 Inox Satin

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�195-00

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�195-00

02.722 50 x 70 cm
With 33mm Frame

02.822 60 x 80 cm
With 33mm Frame
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PANEL
 Simply ever-lasting

 Plain mirrors with stainless steel mounting plates 
 for easy installation on the wall.� 
 All mirrors can be installed either horizontally 
 or vertically without modification.�

WITHOUT FRAME





10.024-00

10.025-00

10.026-00

10.024 40 x 60 cm

10.025 45 x 80 cm

10.026 45 x 100 cm

Plain Mirror is manufactured from AISI 
304 stainless steel and crystal.� Mirror is 
5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper 
plated with varnish protection against 
corrosion, attached to stainless steel base 
with special double-sided adhesive tape 
and silicon.� Specially designed mounting 
system enables the mirror to be installed 
either vertically or horizontally without 
modification.�  Mirror mounts on wall with 
stainless steel screws.�

Plain Mirror is manufactured from AISI 304 
stainless steel and crystal.� Mirror is 5mm 
thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated 
with varnish protection against corrosion, 
attached to stainless steel base with special 
double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� 
Specially designed mounting system enables 
the mirror to be installed either vertically or 
horizontally without modification.�  Mirror 
mounts on wall with stainless steel screws.� 
Use the following mirror heater to convert to 
anti-fog mirror: 10.�195-00

Plain Mirror is manufactured from AISI 304 
stainless steel and crystal.� Mirror is 5mm thick 
crystal, silver plated, copper plated with varnish 
protection against corrosion, attached to 
stainless steel base with special double-sided 
adhesive tape and silicon.� Specially designed 
mounting system enables the mirror to 
be installed either vertically or horizontally 
without modification.�  Mirror mounts on wall 
with stainless steel screws.�
Use one of the following mirror heaters to 
convert to anti-fog mirror: 10.�195-00, 10.�295-00

Mirror Plain

Mirror Plain

Mirror Plain
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PANEL
Mirrors Without Frame
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Mirrors Without Frame

10.023 35 x 90 cm 10.027 45 x 120 cm

Plain Mirror is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless steel and 
crystal.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated with 
varnish protection against corrosion, attached to stainless steel 
base with special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Specially 
designed mounting system enables the mirror to be installed 
either vertically or horizontally without modification.�  Mirror 
mounts on wall with stainless steel screws.�

Plain Mirror is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless steel and 
crystal.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated with 
varnish protection against corrosion, attached to stainless steel 
base with special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Specially 
designed mounting system enables the mirror to be installed 
either vertically or horizontally without modification.�  Mirror 
mounts on wall with stainless steel screws.�

Mirror Plain Mirror Plain

10.023-00 10.027-00

Use one of the following mirror heaters to convert to anti-fog 
mirror: 10.�195-00, 10.�295-00

Use the following mirror heater to convert to anti-fog mirror: 
10.�195-00
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PANEL
Mirrors Without Frame

10.028 50 x 60 cm 10.032 70 x 90 cm

Plain Mirror is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless steel and 
crystal.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated with 
varnish protection against corrosion, attached to stainless steel 
base with special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Specially 
designed mounting system enables the mirror to be installed 
either vertically or horizontally without modification.�  Mirror 
mounts on wall with stainless steel screws.�

Plain Mirror is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless steel and 
crystal.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated with 
varnish protection against corrosion, attached to stainless steel 
base with special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Specially 
designed mounting system enables the mirror to be installed 
either vertically or horizontally without modification.�  Mirror 
mounts on wall with stainless steel screws.�

Mirror Plain Mirror Plain

10.028-00 10.032-00

Use one of the following mirror heaters to convert to anti-fog 
mirror: 10.�195-00, 10.�295-00
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Mirrors Without Frame

10.029-00

10.030-00

10.031-00

10.029 50 x 70 cm

10.030 60 x 60 cm

10.031 60 x 80 cm

Plain Mirror is manufactured from AISI 304 
stainless steel and crystal.� Mirror is 5mm 
thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated 
with varnish protection against corrosion, 
attached to stainless steel base with special 
double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� 
Specially designed mounting system enables 
the mirror to be installed either vertically or 
horizontally without modification.�  Mirror 
mounts on wall with stainless steel screws.�
Use the following mirror heater to convert to 
anti-fog mirror: 10.�195-00

Plain Mirror is manufactured from AISI 
304 stainless steel and crystal.� Mirror is 
5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper 
plated with varnish protection against 
corrosion, attached to stainless steel base 
with special double-sided adhesive tape 
and silicon.� Specially designed mounting 
system enables the mirror to be installed 
either vertically or horizontally without 
modification.�  Mirror mounts on wall with 
stainless steel screws.�

Plain Mirror is manufactured from AISI 304 
stainless steel and crystal.� Mirror is 5mm 
thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated 
with varnish protection against corrosion, 
attached to stainless steel base with special 
double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� 
Specially designed mounting system enables 
the mirror to be installed either vertically or 
horizontally without modification.�  Mirror 
mounts on wall with stainless steel screws.�
Use the following mirror heater to convert to 
anti-fog mirror: 10.�195-00

Mirror Plain

Mirror Plain

Mirror Plain
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DECO
 Traced in style

 Mirrors with embossed decoration without frame 
 with stainless steel mounting plates 
 for easy installation on the wall.�

ENGRAVED
DECORATION





DECO
Mirrors Plain With Decoration

10.010 45 x 65 cm

10.011 45 x 65 cm

10.021 65 x 85 cm

Paros Mirror is manufactured from AISI 
304 stainless steel and crystal.� Mirror is 
5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper 
plated with varnish protection against 
corrosion, attached to stainless steel base 
with special double-sided adhesive tape 
and silicon.� Mirror mounts on wall with 
stainless steel screws.�
Use the following mirror heater to convert to 
anti-fog mirror: 10.�195-00

Naxos Mirror is manufactured from AISI 
304 stainless steel and crystal.� Mirror is 
5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper 
plated with varnish protection against 
corrosion, attached to stainless steel base 
with special double-sided adhesive tape 
and silicon.� Mirror mounts on wall with 
stainless steel screws.�
Use the following mirror heater to convert to 
anti-fog mirror: 10.�195-00

Sifnos Mirror is manufactured from AISI 
304 stainless steel and crystal.� Mirror is 
5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper 
plated with varnish protection against 
corrosion, attached to stainless steel base 
with special double-sided adhesive tape 
and silicon.� Mirror mounts on wall with 
stainless steel screws.�
Use one of the following mirror heaters to 
convert to anti-fog mirror: 10.�195-00, 10.�295-00

Mirror Paros

Mirror Naxos

Mirror Sifnos

10.010-00

10.011-00

10.021-00
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Mirrors Plain With Decoration

10.020 65 x 85 cm 10.051 85 x 85 cm

Santorini Mirror is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless steel and 
crystal.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated with 
varnish protection against corrosion, attached to stainless steel 
base with special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Mirror 
mounts on wall with stainless steel screws.�

Tinos Mirror is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless steel and 
crystal.� Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated with 
varnish protection against corrosion, attached to stainless steel 
base with special double-sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Mirror 
mounts on wall with stainless steel screws.�

Mirror Santorini Mirror Tinos

10.020-00 10.051-00

650
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Use one of the following mirror heaters to convert to anti-fog 
mirror: 10.�195-00, 10.�295-00

Use one of the following mirror heaters to convert to anti-fog 
mirror: 10.�195-00, 10.�295-00, 10.�395-00
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ZOOM  Zoom in you

Magnifying mirrors.� 
Wall mounted or free standing, 
with or without illumination.�

3:1 OPTICAL ZOOM





190
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19
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350
[13 3/4’’]

ZOOM
Mirrors Magnifying

05.092 05.491
Wall mounted Magnifying Mirror with Light is manufactured from 
AISI 304 stainless steel and crystal.� Magnifying mirror (x3) is 3mm 
crystal and attaches to frame.� Support brackets use pivot hinges 
and attach to mounting base with stainless steel screws.� Mounting 
flange attach to wall with stainless steel screws.�

Wall mounted Magnifying Mirror is manufactured from AISI 304 
stainless steel, aluminium and crystal.� Mirror is double-sided, one 
magnifying (x3) and the other normal.� Magnifying and normal 
mirror are 3mm crystal and attach to aluminium frame.� Frame 
attaches to a semi-rounded frame by two stainless steel pivots, 
thus allowing the mirror to rotate freely by the horizontal axis.� 
Frame attaches to stainless steel 16mm, 1.�2mm thick support arm 
by stainless steel pivot rotating freely to the vertical axis.� Support 
arm is mechanically pressed, with no welding, into stainless steel 
pivot supports that attach to 2mm thick mounting flange with 
stainless steel screws.� Support arm may rotate by 180° horizontally.� 
Concealed mounting flange is 1.�25mm thick and securely attaches 
to wall with stainless steel screws and locks with mounting flange 
with stainless steel locking screw.�

Mirror Illuminated, Double Swivel
Wall Mounted, Magnifying, With Light Φ190

Mirror Single Swivel
Wall Mounted, Magnifying

05.092-30 Inox Bright 05.491-01 Bright
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Mirrors Magnifying

05.691
Free Standing Magnifying Mirror is manufactured from AISI 
304 stainless steel, aluminium and crystal.� Mirror is double-
sided, one magnifying (x3) and the other normal.� Magnifying 
mirror and normal mirror are 3mm (3/16) crystal and attach to 
aluminium frame.� Frame attaches to  semi-rounded frame by 
two stainless steel pivots, thus allowing the mirror to rotate freely 
by the horizontal axis.� The frame attaches to 12mm diameter 
stainless steel support post with stainless steel screw.� The post is 
mechanically assembled to a 2mm thick base, which includes 5Kgs 
weight for improved stability.�

Mirror Table Top
Free Standing, Magnifying

05.691-01 Bright
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HEAT
 Steam resistance

 Mirror heaters that can be installed 
 on the back of all our mirrors.� 
 They keep the  mirror clear 
 after a hot bath or shower.�
 Available in four standard dimensions 
 with different power options.�



HEAT 
effect

STEAM
effect



HEAT
Mirror Heaters
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Mirror heater may be ordered seperatelly from the mirror and 
can easily installed on site.� You should never cut it to smaller 
dimensions because you destruct the insulation.�

Mirror heater may be ordered seperatelly from the mirror and 
can easily installed on site.� You should never cut it to smaller 
dimensions because you destruct the insulation.�
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10.195 274 x 274 mm
15w / 230v IP44

10.295 274 x 574 mm
25w / 230v IP44

Mirror Heater is manufactured from a double insulated foil-element 
with a surface layer of polyester and a carbon-based heating 
element.� One side is self adhesive for easy installation.� Technical 
specifications: Rated voltage: 230V, Power 15W, Protection class: 
IP44, Connection cable: 2 m

Mirror Heater is manufactured from a double insulated foil-element 
with a surface layer of polyester and a carbon-based heating 
element.� One side is self adhesive for easy installation.� Technical 
specifications: Rated voltage: 230V, Power 25W, Protection class: 
IP44, Connection cable: 2 m

Mirror Heater Mirror Heater

10.195-00 10.295-00
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Mirror Heaters

10.395 524 x 524 mm
50w / 230v IP44

10.495 1024 x 524 mm
100w / 230v IP44

Mirror Heater is manufactured from a double insulated foil-element 
with a surface layer of polyester and a carbon-based heating 
element.� One side is self adhesive for easy installation.� Technical 
specifications: Rated voltage: 230V, Power 50W, Protection class: 
IP44, Connection cable: 2 m

Mirror Heater is manufactured from a double insulated foil-element 
with a surface layer of polyester and a carbon-based heating 
element.� One side is self adhesive for easy installation.� Technical 
specifications: Rated voltage: 230V, Power 100W, Protection class: 
IP44, Connection cable: 2 m

Mirror Heater Mirror Heater

10.395-00 10.495-00 

Mirror heater may be ordered seperatelly from the mirror and 
can easily installed on site.� You should never cut it to smaller 
dimensions because you destruct the insulation.�

Mirror heater may be ordered seperatelly from the mirror and 
can easily installed on site.� You should never cut it to smaller 
dimensions because you destruct the insulation.�
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RODS
 Straight, round and corner

 Curtain rods made of stainless steel, 
 with secure wall mounting system.� 
 Available in four shapes (straight, round, 
 arc shaped and corner) and variety of 
 dimension, in order to meet any requirement.� 
 
 Special shapes and dimensions available on request.�





05.161 120 cm, Φ25 05.261 140 cm, Φ25

Curtain Rod is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless steel.� Rod is 
25mm tube, 1mm thick.� It mounts on the wall with two pairs of 
brackets (one concealed and one visible) that are securely attached 
with stainless steel screws.�

Curtain Rod is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless steel.� Rod is 
25mm tube, 1mm thick.� It mounts on the wall with two pairs of 
brackets (one concealed and one visible) that are securely attached 
with stainless steel screws.�

Curtain Rod Straight Curtain Rod Straight

05.161-30 Inox Bright

05.161-00 Inox Satin

05.261-30 Inox Bright

05.261-00 Inox Satin

1200
[48"]

35
[1
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"]

RODS
Curtain Rods Straight

Suitable for overall wall to wall distance of up to 120cm.� For 
mounting to a smaller length, you should measure the overall wall 
to wall distance (L) and cut the tube 1,5cm less (L-1,5cm).�

Suitable for overall wall to wall distance of up to 140cm.� For 
mounting to a smaller length, you should measure the overall wall 
to wall distance (L) and cut the tube 1,5cm less (L-1,5cm).�

1400
[56"]

35
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"]
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05.361 160 cm, Φ25 05.461 180 cm, Φ25

Curtain Rod is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless steel.� Rod is 
25mm tube, 1mm thick.� It mounts on the wall with two pairs of 
brackets (one concealed and one visible) that are securely attached 
with stainless steel screws.�

Curtain Rod is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless steel.� Rod is 
25mm tube, 1mm thick.� It mounts on the wall with two pairs of 
brackets (one concealed and one visible) that are securely attached 
with stainless steel screws.�

Curtain Rod Straight Curtain Rod Straight

05.361-30 Inox Bright

05.361-00 Inox Satin

05.461-30 Inox Bright

05.461-00 Inox Satin

Curtain Rods Straight

Suitable for overall wall to wall distance of up to 160cm.� For 
mounting to a smaller length, you should measure the overall wall 
to wall distance (L) and cut the tube 1,5cm less (L-1,5cm).�

Suitable for overall wall to wall distance of up to 180cm.� For 
mounting to a smaller length, you should measure the overall wall 
to wall distance (L) and cut the tube 1,5cm less (L-1,5cm).�

1600
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05.561 200 cm, Φ25 05.661 220 cm, Φ25

Curtain Rod is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless steel.� Rod is 
25mm tube, 1mm thick.� It mounts on the wall with two pairs of 
brackets (one concealed and one visible) that are securely attached 
with stainless steel screws.�

Curtain Rod is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless steel.� Rod is 
25mm tube, 1mm thick.� It mounts on the wall with two pairs of 
brackets (one concealed and one visible) that are securely attached 
with stainless steel screws.�

Curtain Rod Straight Curtain Rod Straight

05.561-30 Inox Bright

05.561-00 Inox Satin

05.661-30 Inox Bright

05.661-00 Inox Satin

Suitable for overall wall to wall distance of up to 200cm.� For 
mounting to a smaller length, you should measure the overall wall 
to wall distance (L) and cut the tube 1,5cm less (L-1,5cm).�

Suitable for overall wall to wall distance of up to 220cm.� For 
mounting to a smaller length, you should measure the overall wall 
to wall distance (L) and cut the tube 1,5cm less (L-1,5cm).�

RODS
Curtain Rods Straight
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05.465-30 Inox Bright

05.465-00 Inox Satin

05.565-30 Inox Bright

05.565-00 Inox Satin

05.665-30 Inox Bright

05.665-00 Inox Satin

05.465 180 cm, Φ25

05.565 200 cm, Φ25

05.665 220 cm, Φ25

Curtain Rod is manufactured from AISI 304 
stainless steel.� Rod is 25mm tube, 1.�5mm 
thick.� It mounts on the wall with two pairs 
of brackets (one concealed and one visible) 
that are securely attached with stainless 
steel screws.�

Suitable for overall wall to wall distance of 
up to 180cm.� Curtain rod may be cut at a 
maximum of 10cm from each side.�

Curtain Rod is manufactured from AISI 304 
stainless steel.� Rod is 25mm tube, 1.�5mm 
thick.� It mounts on the wall with two pairs 
of brackets (one concealed and one visible) 
that are securely attached with stainless 
steel screws.�

Suitable for overall wall to wall distance of 
up to 200cm.� Curtain rod may be cut at a 
maximum of 10cm from each side.�

Curtain Rod is manufactured from AISI 304 
stainless steel.� Rod is 25mm tube, 1.�5mm 
thick.� It mounts on the wall with two pairs 
of brackets (one concealed and one visible) 
that are securely attached with stainless 
steel screws.�

Suitable for overall wall to wall distance of 
up to 220cm.� Curtain rod may be cut at a 
maximum of 10cm from each side.�

Curtain Rod Arc Shaped

Curtain Rod Arc Shaped

Curtain Rod Arc Shaped

Curtain Rods Arc Shaped
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05.162 70 x 70 cm, Φ25 05.262 75 x 75 cm, Φ25

Curtain Rod is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless steel.� Rod is 
25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed into 2mm 
thick mounting flange, with no welding providing a secure and 
aesthetically correct attachment.� Mounting flange is securely 
attached to wall with stainless steel screws and covered with the 
0.�8mm thick flange cover.�

Curtain Rod is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless steel.� Rod is 
25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed into 2mm 
thick mounting flange, with no welding providing a secure and 
aesthetically correct attachment.� Mounting flange is securely 
attached to wall with stainless steel screws and covered with the 
0.�8mm thick flange cover.�

Curtain Rod Angled Curtain Rod Angled

05.162-30 Inox Bright

05.162-00 Inox Satin

05.262-30 Inox Bright

05.262-00 Inox Satin

RODS
Curtain Rods Angled
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05.362 80 x 80 cm, Φ25 05.462 90 x 90 cm, Φ25

Curtain Rod is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless steel.� Rod is 
25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed into 2mm 
thick mounting flange, with no welding providing a secure and 
aesthetically correct attachment.� Mounting flange is securely 
attached to wall with stainless steel screws and covered with the 
0.�8mm thick flange cover.�

Curtain Rod is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless steel.� Rod is 
25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed into 2mm 
thick mounting flange, with no welding providing a secure and 
aesthetically correct attachment.� Mounting flange is securely 
attached to wall with stainless steel screws and covered with the 
0.�8mm thick flange cover.�

Curtain Rod Angled Curtain Rod Angled

05.362-30 Inox Bright

05.362-00 Inox Satin

05.462-30 Inox Bright

05.462-00 Inox Satin

Curtain Rods Angled
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RODS
Curtain Rods Angled

05.662 170 x 70 cm, Φ25 05.762 170 x 80 cm, Φ25

Curtain Rod is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless steel.� Rod is 
25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed into 2mm 
thick mounting flange, with no welding providing a secure and 
aesthetically correct attachment.� Mounting flange is securely 
attached to wall with stainless steel screws and covered with the 
0.�8mm thick flange cover.�

Curtain Rod is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless steel.� Rod is 
25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed into 2mm 
thick mounting flange, with no welding providing a secure and 
aesthetically correct attachment.� Mounting flange is securely 
attached to wall with stainless steel screws and covered with the 
0.�8mm thick flange cover.�

Curtain Rod Angled Curtain Rod Angled

05.662-30 Inox Bright

05.662-00 Inox Satin

05.762-30 Inox Bright

05.762-00 Inox Satin
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Curtain Rods Round

05.164 80 x 80 cm, Φ25 05.264 90 x 90 cm, Φ25

Round Curtain Rod is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Rod is 25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed into 
2mm thick mounting flange, with no welding providing a secure 
and aesthetically correct attachment.� Mounting flange is securely 
attached to wall with stainless steel screws and covered with the 
0.�8mm thick flange cover.�

Round Curtain Rod is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Rod is 25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed into 
2mm thick mounting flange, with no welding providing a secure 
and aesthetically correct attachment.� Mounting flange is securely 
attached to wall with stainless steel screws and covered with the 
0.�8mm thick flange cover.�

Curtain Rod Round Curtain Rod Round

05.164-30 Inox Bright

05.164-00 Inox Satin

05.264-30 Inox Bright

05.264-00 Inox Satin
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Order must be accompanied by a drawing.� Order must be accompanied by a drawing.�
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RODS
Curtain Rods Round

05.364 100 x 100 cm, Φ25 05.464 110 x 110 cm, Φ25

Round Curtain Rod is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Rod is 25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed into 
2mm thick mounting flange, with no welding providing a secure 
and aesthetically correct attachment.� Mounting flange is securely 
attached to wall with stainless steel screws and covered with the 
0.�8mm thick flange cover.�

Round Curtain Rod is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Rod is 25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed into 
2mm thick mounting flange, with no welding providing a secure 
and aesthetically correct attachment.� Mounting flange is securely 
attached to wall with stainless steel screws and covered with the 
0.�8mm thick flange cover.�

Curtain Rod Round Curtain Rod Round

05.364-30 Inox Bright

05.364-00 Inox Satin

05.464-30 Inox Bright

05.464-00 Inox Satin

Order must be accompanied by a drawing.� Order must be accompanied by a drawing.�
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Curtain Rods Round

05.564-30 Inox Bright

05.564-00 Inox Satin

05.664-30 Inox Bright

05.664-00 Inox Satin

05.764-30 Inox Bright

05.764-00 Inox Satin

05.564 120 x 120 cm, Φ25

05.664 130 x 130 cm, Φ25

05.764 140 x 140 cm, Φ25

Round Curtain Rod is manufactured from 
AISI 304 stainless steel.� Rod is 25mm tube, 
1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed 
into 2mm thick mounting flange, with no 
welding providing a secure and aesthetically 
correct attachment.� Mounting flange is 
securely attached to wall with stainless steel 
screws and covered with the 0.�8mm thick 
flange cover.�

Order must be accompanied by a drawing.�

Round Curtain Rod is manufactured from 
AISI 304 stainless steel.� Rod is 25mm tube, 
1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed 
into 2mm thick mounting flange, with no 
welding providing a secure and aesthetically 
correct attachment.� Mounting flange is 
securely attached to wall with stainless steel 
screws and covered with the 0.�8mm thick 
flange cover.�

Order must be accompanied by a drawing.�

Round Curtain Rod is manufactured from 
AISI 304 stainless steel.� Rod is 25mm tube, 
1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed 
into 2mm thick mounting flange, with no 
welding providing a secure and aesthetically 
correct attachment.� Mounting flange is 
securely attached to wall with stainless steel 
screws and covered with the 0.�8mm thick 
flange cover.�

Order must be accompanied by a drawing.�

Curtain Rod Round

Curtain Rod Round

Curtain Rod Round
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CURTAINS
 Divide with texture

 Bathroom curtains made of polyester or PVC.� 
 Available in two colors (white and beige) 
 and big variety of dimension in order 
 to meet any requirement.�





CURTAINS
Shower Curtains 

54.101 W140 x H180 cm

54.201 W160 x H180 cm

54.301 W180 x H180 cm

54.401 W200 x H180 cm

54.501 W240 x H180 cm

54.601 W140 x H210 cm

Shower Curtain is manufactured from 100% polyester textile.� Hanging rings are high quality plastic.�

Shower Curtain Polyester White

54.101-02 White

54.301-02 White

54.601-02 White

54.201-02 White

54.401-02 White

54.701-02 White

54.501-02 White

54.801-02 White
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54.701 W160 x H210 cm

54.801 W180 x H210 cm
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Shower Curtains 

54.101 W140 x H180 cm

54.201 W160 x H180 cm

54.301 W180 x H180 cm

54.401 W200 x H180 cm

54.501 W240 x H180 cm

54.601 W140 x H210 cm

Shower Curtain is manufactured from 100% polyester textile.� Hanging rings are high quality plastic.�

Shower Curtain Polyester Beige

54.101-03 Beige

54.301-03 Beige

54.601-03 Beige

54.201-03 Beige

54.401-03 Beige

54.701-03 Beige

54.501-03 Beige

54.801-03 Beige
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SCREENS
 Divide with glass

 Bath screens made from tempered glass, 
 with stainless steel mounting system.� 
 Available in four different dimensions, 
 with or without border.� Choose between 
 clear and frosted glass to control 
 the visibility of the area.�





SCREENS
Bath Screens Fixed

56.632 60 x 140 cm 56.732 70 x 140 cm

Bath Screen is manufactured from AISI304 stainless steel and 
security glass.� The frame is manufactured from 1.�2mm thick 
stainless steel sheet and is securely attached to the wall  
with stainless steel screws and on the bathtub with silicone.� The 
screen is 8mm thick security crystal with beveled edges for safety.�

Bath Screen is manufactured from AISI304 stainless steel and 
security glass.� The frame is manufactured from 1.�2mm thick 
stainless steel sheet and is securely attached to the wall  
with stainless steel screws and on the bathtub with silicone.� The 
screen is 8mm thick security crystal with beveled edges for safety.�

Bath Screen Frosted Bath Screen Frosted

56.632-30 Inox Bright 56.732-30 Inox Bright

The frame is mounted with screws on the wall and with silicone 
on the bath tub.�

The frame is mounted with screws on the wall and with silicone 
on the bath tub.�
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Bath Screens Fixed

56.832 80 x 140 cm 56.932 90 x 140 cm

Bath Screen is manufactured from AISI304 stainless steel and 
security glass.� The frame is manufactured from 1.�2mm thick 
stainless steel sheet and is securely attached to the wall  
with stainless steel screws and on the bathtub with silicone.� The 
screen is 8mm thick security crystal with beveled edges for safety.�

Bath Screen is manufactured from AISI304 stainless steel and 
security glass.� The frame is manufactured from 1.�2mm thick 
stainless steel sheet and is securely attached to the wall  
with stainless steel screws and on the bathtub with silicone.� The 
screen is 8mm thick security crystal with beveled edges for safety.�

Bath Screen Frosted Bath Screen Frosted

56.832-30 Inox Bright 56.932-30 Inox Bright

The frame is mounted with screws on the wall and with silicone 
on the bath tub.�

The frame is mounted with screws on the wall and with silicone 
on the bath tub.�
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SCREENS
Bath Screens Fixed

56.631 60 x 140 cm 56.731 70 x 140 cm

Bath Screen is manufactured from AISI304 stainless steel and 
security glass.� The frame is manufactured from 1.�2mm thick 
stainless steel sheet and is securely attached to the wall  
with stainless steel screws and on the bathtub with silicone.� The 
screen is 8mm thick security crystal with beveled edges for safety.�

Bath Screen is manufactured from AISI304 stainless steel and 
security glass.� The frame is manufactured from 1.�2mm thick 
stainless steel sheet and is securely attached to the wall  
with stainless steel screws and on the bathtub with silicone.� The 
screen is 8mm thick security crystal with beveled edges for safety.�

Bath Screen Clear Bath Screen Clear

56.631-30 Inox Bright 56.731-30 Inox Bright

The frame is mounted with screws on the wall and with silicone 
on the bath tub.�

The frame is mounted with screws on the wall and with silicone 
on the bath tub.�
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Bath Screens Fixed

56.831 80 x 140 cm 56.931 90 x 140 cm

Bath Screen is manufactured from AISI304 stainless steel and 
security glass.� The frame is manufactured from 1.�2mm thick 
stainless steel sheet and is securely attached to the wall  
with stainless steel screws and on the bathtub with silicone.� The 
screen is 8mm thick security crystal with beveled edges for safety.�

Bath Screen is manufactured from AISI304 stainless steel and 
security glass.� The frame is manufactured from 1.�2mm thick 
stainless steel sheet and is securely attached to the wall with 
stainless steel screws and on the bathtub with silicone.� The screen 
is 8mm thick security crystal with beveled edges for safety.�

Bath Screen Clear Bath Screen Clear

56.831-30 Inox Bright 56.931-30 Inox Bright

The frame is mounted with screws on the wall and with silicone 
on the bath tub.�

The frame is mounted with screws on the wall and with silicone 
on the bath tub.�
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DSB
 Civil duty

 A full range of products, specially designed 
 for the disabled.� All products are made 
 from stainless steel tube.� The tube diameter 
 is 25mm for easy grabing and the  
 mounting system can support 400 kg.�





05.724 50 x 70 cm 05.041
Tilting Mirror is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless steel and 
crystal.� Frame is manufactured from bended sheet with all edges 
constructed as safe edges for protection against injuries.� Frame 
parts and the mounting bases are mechanically assembled with no 
welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� 
Mirror is 5mm thick crystal, silver plated, copper plated with varnish 
protection against corrosion, attached to base with special double-
sided adhesive tape and silicon.� Frame mechanically attaches to 
solid stainless steel pivot which mounts to 2mm thick  mounting 
flange.� Mounting flange is securely attached to wall with stainless 
steel screws and covered with the 0.�8mm thick flange cover.�

Folding Shower Seat is manufactured from aluminum.� Seat is 
Epoxy coated aluminum and attaches to aluminum mounting 
flanges with stainless steel pivot.� Flanges securely attach to wall 
with stainless steel screws and are covered with ABS covers.�

Mirror Tilting Shower Seat Folding

05.724-30 Inox Bright 05.041-02 White
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Folding Shower Seat should sustain dead weight of 100Kg (220 
pounds) provided that at least equal strength could sustain the 
wall or anchors to which it is attached.�

DSB
Mirrors / Bath Stools
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05.315-30 Inox Bright

05.315 30 cm

Grab Bar is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Grab bar is 25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed 
into 2mm thick mounting flange, with no welding providing a 
secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� Mounting flange is 
securely attached to wall with stainless steel screws and covered 
with the 0.�8mm thick flange cover.� 

Grab Bar Straight

05.415-30 Inox Bright

05.415 40 cm

Grab Bar is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Grab bar is 25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed 
into 2mm thick mounting flange, with no welding providing a 
secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� Mounting flange is 
securely attached to wall with stainless steel screws and covered 
with the 0.�8mm thick flange cover.� 

Grab Bar Straight
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Grab bar should sustain dead weight of 400Kg (880 pounds) at 
any point for 5 minutes provided that at least equal strength could 
sustain the wall or anchors to which it is attached.�

Grab bar should sustain dead weight of 400Kg (880 pounds) at 
any point for 5 minutes provided that at least equal strength could 
sustain the wall or anchors to which it is attached.�

Grab Bars 
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05.615-30 Inox Bright05.515-30 Inox Bright

05.515 50 cm

Grab Bar is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Grab bar is 25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed 
into 2mm thick mounting flange, with no welding providing a 
secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� Mounting flange is 
securely attached to wall with stainless steel screws and covered 
with the 0.�8mm thick flange cover.� 

Grab Bar Straight
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Grab bar should sustain dead weight of 400Kg (880 pounds) at 
any point for 5 minutes provided that at least equal strength could 
sustain the wall or anchors to which it is attached.�

05.615 60 cm

Grab Bar is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Grab bar is 25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed 
into 2mm thick mounting flange, with no welding providing a 
secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� Mounting flange is 
securely attached to wall with stainless steel screws and covered 
with the 0.�8mm thick flange cover.� 

Grab Bar Straight

Grab Bars
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DSB

Grab bar should sustain dead weight of 400Kg (880 pounds) at 
any point for 5 minutes provided that at least equal strength could 
sustain the wall or anchors to which it is attached.�
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05.915-30 Inox Bright 05.015-30 Inox Bright

05.915 90 cm

Grab Bar is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Grab bar is 25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed 
into 2mm thick mounting flange, with no welding providing a 
secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� Mounting flange is 
securely attached to wall with stainless steel screws and covered 
with the 0.�8mm thick flange cover.� 

Grab Bar Straight

05.015 120 cm

Grab Bar is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Grab bar is 25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed 
into 2mm thick mounting flange, with no welding providing a 
secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� Mounting flange is 
securely attached to wall with stainless steel screws and covered 
with the 0.�8mm thick flange cover.� 

Grab Bar Straight

Grab Bars
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Grab bar should sustain dead weight of 400Kg (880 pounds) at 
any point for 5 minutes provided that at least equal strength could 
sustain the wall or anchors to which it is attached.�

Grab bar should sustain dead weight of 400Kg (880 pounds) at 
any point for 5 minutes provided that at least equal strength could 
sustain the wall or anchors to which it is attached.�
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Grab Bars
DSB

05.350-30 Inox Bright

05.350 30 cm

Grab Bar is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Grab bar is 25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed 
into 2mm thick mounting flange, with no welding providing a 
secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� Mounting flange is 
securely attached to wall with stainless steel screws and covered 
with the 0.�8mm thick flange cover.� 

Grab Bar Straight, Anti-Slip
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05.450-30 Inox Bright

05.450 40 cm

Grab Bar is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Grab bar is 25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed 
into 2mm thick mounting flange, with no welding providing a 
secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� Mounting flange is 
securely attached to wall with stainless steel screws and covered 
with the 0.�8mm thick flange cover.� 

Grab Bar Straight, Anti-Slip
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Grab bar should sustain dead weight of 400Kg (880 pounds) at 
any point for 5 minutes provided that at least equal strength could 
sustain the wall or anchors to which it is attached.�

Grab bar should sustain dead weight of 400Kg (880 pounds) at 
any point for 5 minutes provided that at least equal strength could 
sustain the wall or anchors to which it is attached.�
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Grab Bars

05.650-30 Inox Bright05.550-30 Inox Bright

05.650 60 cm

Grab Bar is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Grab bar is 25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed 
into 2mm thick mounting flange, with no welding providing a 
secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� Mounting flange is 
securely attached to wall with stainless steel screws and covered 
with the 0.�8mm thick flange cover.� 

Grab Bar Straight, Anti-Slip

05.550 50 cm

Grab Bar is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Grab bar is 25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed 
into 2mm thick mounting flange, with no welding providing a 
secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� Mounting flange is 
securely attached to wall with stainless steel screws and covered 
with the 0.�8mm thick flange cover.� 

Grab Bar Straight, Anti-Slip
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Grab bar should sustain dead weight of 400Kg (880 pounds) at 
any point for 5 minutes provided that at least equal strength could 
sustain the wall or anchors to which it is attached.�

Grab bar should sustain dead weight of 400Kg (880 pounds) at 
any point for 5 minutes provided that at least equal strength could 
sustain the wall or anchors to which it is attached.�
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Grab Bars
DSB

05.950-30 Inox Bright 05.050-30 Inox Bright

05.950 90 cm

Grab Bar is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Grab bar is 25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed 
into 2mm thick mounting flange, with no welding providing a 
secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� Mounting flange is 
securely attached to wall with stainless steel screws and covered 
with the 0.�8mm thick flange cover.� 

Grab Bar Straight, Anti-Slip

05.050 120 cm

Grab Bar is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Grab bar is 25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed 
into 2mm thick mounting flange, with no welding providing a 
secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� Mounting flange is 
securely attached to wall with stainless steel screws and covered 
with the 0.�8mm thick flange cover.� 

Grab Bar Straight, Anti-Slip
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Grab bar should sustain dead weight of 400Kg (880 pounds) at 
any point for 5 minutes provided that at least equal strength could 
sustain the wall or anchors to which it is attached.�

Grab bar should sustain dead weight of 400Kg (880 pounds) at 
any point for 5 minutes provided that at least equal strength could 
sustain the wall or anchors to which it is attached.�
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05.122 05.125
Swing Up Grab Bar is manufactured completely from AISI 304 
stainless steel.� Grab bar is 25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick  and is 
mechanically pressed into solid stainless steel pivot.� Pivot attaches 
to 2mm thick mounting flange with 14mm diameter solid stainless 
steel bar.� Mounting flange is securely attached to wall with four 
exposed stainless steel screws.�

Grab Bar is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Grab bar is 25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed 
into 2mm thick mounting flange, with no welding providing a 
secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� Mounting flange is 
securely attached to wall with stainless steel screws and covered 
with the 0.�8mm thick flange cover.� side support can be easily 
mounted left or right without modification.�

Grab Bar Swing Up Grab Bar Horizontal

05.122-30 Inox Bright 05.125-30 Inox Bright

Grab Bars
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Grab bar should sustain dead weight of 180Kg (400 pounds) at 
any point for 5 minutes provided that at least equal strength could 
sustain the wall or anchors to which it is attached.�

Grab bar should sustain dead weight of 180Kg (400 pounds) at 
any point for 5 minutes provided that at least equal strength could 
sustain the wall or anchors to which it is attached.�
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Grab Bars
DSB

05.225 05.222
Grab Bar is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Grab bar is 25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed 
into 2mm thick mounting flange, with no welding providing a 
secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� Mounting flange is 
securely attached to wall with stainless steel screws and covered 
with the 0.�8mm thick flange cover.� side support can be easily 
mounted left or right without modification.� Paper Holder is 
manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless steel 4mm thick.� 
It securely attaches to the grab bar with stainless steel screws.� 
Paper roll is AISI 304 Stainless Steel tube, 25mm diameter, with 
stainless steel spring to facilitate insertion.�

Swing Up Grab Bar is manufactured completely from AISI 304 
stainless steel.� Grab bar is 25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick  and is 
mechanically pressed into solid stainless steel pivot.� Pivot attaches 
to 2mm thick mounting flange with 14mm diameter solid stainless 
steel bar.� Mounting flange is securely attached to wall with four 
exposed stainless steel screws.� Paper Holder is manufactured 
completely from AISI 304 stainless steel 4mm thick.� It securely 
attaches to the grab bar with stainless steel screws.� Paper roll is AISI 
304 Stainless Steel tube, 25mm diameter, with stainless steel spring 
to facilitate insertion.�

Grab Bar Horizontal, With Paper Holder Grab Bar Swing Up, With Paper Holder

05.225-30 Inox Bright 05.222-30 Inox Bright

Grab bar should sustain dead weight of 180Kg (400 pounds) at 
any point for 5 minutes provided that at least equal strength could 
sustain the wall or anchors to which it is attached.�

Grab bar should sustain dead weight of 180Kg (400 pounds) at 
any point for 5 minutes provided that at least equal strength could 
sustain the wall or anchors to which it is attached.�
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05.020 150 x 15 cm 05.021 190 x 15 cm

Grab Bar is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Grab bar is 25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed 
into 2mm thick mounting flange, with no welding providing a 
secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� Mounting flange is 
securely attached to wall with stainless steel screws and covered 
with the 0.�8mm thick flange cover.�

Grab Bar is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Grab bar is 25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed 
into 2mm thick mounting flange, with no welding providing a 
secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� Mounting flange is 
securely attached to wall and floor  with stainless steel screws and 
covered with the 0.�8mm thick flange cover.�

Grab Bar Wall Mounted Grab Bar Wall and Floor Mounted

05.020-30 Inox Bright 05.021-30 Inox Bright

Grab bar should sustain dead weight of 400Kg (880 pounds) at 
any point for 5 minutes provided that at least equal strength could 
sustain the wall or anchors to which it is attached.�

Grab bar should sustain dead weight of 400Kg (880 pounds) at 
any point for 5 minutes provided that at least equal strength could 
sustain the wall or anchors to which it is attached.�

Grab Bars
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Grab Bars
DSB

05.117-30 Inox Bright

05.217-30 Inox Bright

05.120-30 Inox Bright

05.117 40 x 80 cm

05.217 40 x 80 cm

05.120 40 x 80 cm

Grab Bar is manufactured completely from 
AISI 304 stainless steel.� Grab bar is 25mm tube, 
1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed into 
2mm thick mounting flange, with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Mounting flange is securely 
attached to wall with stainless steel screws and 
covered with the 0.�8mm thick flange cover.� Grab 
bar should sustain dead weight of 400Kg (880 
pounds) at any point for 5 minutes provided that 
at least equal strength could sustain the wall or 
anchors to which it is attached.�

Grab Bar is manufactured completely from 
AISI 304 stainless steel.� Grab bar is 25mm tube, 
1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed into 
2mm thick mounting flange, with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Mounting flange is securely 
attached to wall with stainless steel screws and 
covered with the 0.�8mm thick flange cover.� Grab 
bar should sustain dead weight of 400Kg (880 
pounds) at any point for 5 minutes provided that 
at least equal strength could sustain the wall or 
anchors to which it is attached.�

Grab Bar is manufactured completely from 
AISI 304 stainless steel.� Grab bar is 25mm tube, 
1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed into 
2mm thick mounting flange, with no welding 
providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Mounting flange is securely 
attached to wall with stainless steel screws and 
covered with the 0.�8mm thick flange cover.� Grab 
bar should sustain dead weight of 400Kg (880 
pounds) at any point for 5 minutes provided that 
at least equal strength could sustain the wall or 
anchors to which it is attached.�

Grab Bar L-Shaped, Left

Grab Bar L-Shaped, Right

Grab Bar L-Shaped, Anti-Slip, Left
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05.220-30 Inox Bright 05.118-30 Inox Bright

05.220 40 x 80 cm

Grab Bar is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Grab bar is 25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed 
into 2mm thick mounting flange, with no welding providing a 
secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� Mounting flange is 
securely attached to wall with stainless steel screws and covered 
with the 0.�8mm thick flange cover.� 

Grab Bar L-Shaped, Anti-Slip, Right

05.118 70 x 70 cm

Wall and Floor Grab Bar is manufactured completely from AISI 
304 stainless steel.� Grab bar is 25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick and is 
mechanically pressed into 2mm thick mounting flange, with no 
welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� 
Mounting flange is securely attached to wall and floor with 
stainless steel screws and covered with the 0.�8mm thick flange 
cover.� side support can be easily mounted left or right without 
modification.� Paper Holder is manufactured completely from AISI 
304 stainless steel 4mm thick.� It securely attaches to the grab bar 
with stainless steel screws.� Paper roll is AISI 304 Stainless Steel tube, 
25mm diameter, with stainless steel spring to facilitate insertion.�

Grab Bar Wall and Floor mounted, 
With Paper Holder

Grab Bars
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Grab bar should sustain dead weight of 400Kg (880 pounds) at 
any point for 5 minutes provided that at least equal strength could 
sustain the wall or anchors to which it is attached.�

Grab bar should sustain dead weight of 400Kg (880 pounds) at 
any point for 5 minutes provided that at least equal strength could 
sustain the wall or anchors to which it is attached.�
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05.018-30 Inox Bright 05.219-30 Inox Bright

05.018 70 x 70 cm

Wall and Floor Grab Bar is manufactured completely from AISI 
304 stainless steel.� Grab bar is 25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick and 
is mechanically pressed into 2mm thick mounting flange, 
with no welding providing a secure and aesthetically correct 
attachment.� Mounting flange is securely attached to wall and 
floor with stainless steel screws and covered with the 0.�8mm 
thick flange cover.� side support can be easily mounted left or 
right without modification.�

Grab Bar Wall and Floor mounted

05.219 80 x 80 x 80 cm

Grab Bar is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Grab bar is 25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed 
into 2mm thick mounting flange, with no welding providing a 
secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� Mounting flange is 
securely attached to wall with stainless steel screws and covered 
with the 0.�8mm thick flange cover.�

Grab Bar L-Shaped, Angled, Right

Grab Bars
DSB

Grab bar should sustain dead weight of 400Kg (880 pounds) at 
any point for 5 minutes provided that at least equal strength could 
sustain the wall or anchors to which it is attached.�

Grab bar should sustain dead weight of 400Kg (880 pounds) at 
any point for 5 minutes provided that at least equal strength could 
sustain the wall or anchors to which it is attached.�
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05.026-30 Inox Bright05.119-30 Inox Bright

05.026 80 x 80 cm
05.119 80 x 80 x 80 cm

Grab Bar is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Grab bar is 25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed 
into 2mm thick mounting flange, with no welding providing a 
secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� Mounting flange is 
securely attached to wall with stainless steel screws and covered 
with the 0.�8mm thick flange cover.�

Grab Bar is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless steel.� 
Grab bar is 25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick and is mechanically pressed 
into 2mm thick mounting flange, with no welding providing a 
secure and aesthetically correct attachment.� Mounting flange is 
securely attached to wall with stainless steel screws and covered 
with the 0.�8mm thick flange cover.�

Grab Bar Angled, Symmetrical
Grab Bar L-Shaped, Angled, Left

Grab Bars

Grab bar should sustain dead weight of 400Kg (880 pounds) at 
any point for 5 minutes provided that at least equal strength could 
sustain the wall or anchors to which it is attached.�

Grab bar is symmetrical.�

Grab bar should sustain dead weight of 400Kg (880 pounds) at 
any point for 5 minutes provided that at least equal strength could 
sustain the wall or anchors to which it is attached.�
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PUBLIC
 Common use

 A full range of products for the public washroom 
 All products are made from stainless steel and 
 are available in wall mounted or full recessed 
 version, specially designed for dry walls.�





30.118 500 ml 04.518 1200 ml

Vanity Liquid Soap Dispenser is manufactured from AISI 304 
stainless steel and plastic.�  The pump is manufactured from 
stainless steel and the internal mechanism of the pump is 
manufactured from high quality plastic and operates with 
stainless steel spring.� The container is manufactured from high 
quality plastic.�

Liquid Soap Dispenser is manufactured from AISI 304 stainless 
steel.� Container is 0.�8mm thick and is equipped with a 
transparent refill indicator.� The internal mechanism of the pump is 
manufactured from high quality platic and operates with stainless 
steel spring.� Dispenser is mounted to wall with 1.�2mm thick 
mounting flange and stainless steel screws.�

Liquid Soap Dispenser Vanity Mounted Liquid Soap Dispenser Wall Mounted

30.118-30 Inox Bright

04.518-30 Inox Bright

04.518-00 Inox Satin
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00.055 00.212 For Φ350 mm Rolls

Wall mounted Ashtray is manufactured completely from AISI 304 
stainless steel.� Frame is 1.�2mm thick and attaches to 1.�2mm thick 
ashtray with stainless steel hinge.� Frame securely attaches to wall 
with stainless steel screws.� Ashtrays flips over for easy cleaning.�

Jumbo Roll Paper Dispenser is completely manufactured from 
0.�8mm thick AISI 304 stainless steel.� It securely attaches to wall with 
two stainless steel screws.�

Ashtray Wall Mounted, Metallic Paper Dispenser Jumbo Roll

00.055-00 Inox Satin

00.212-30 Inox Bright

00.212-00 Inox Satin
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Ashtrays / Paper Holders
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00.139 25 litre 00.331 Capacity 300 C-fold Towels

Waste Receptacle is completely manufactured from0.�8mm thick 
AISI 304 stainless steel.� Capacity is 25lt.�  It securely attaches to wall 
with two stainless steel screws.�

Paper Towel Dispenser is completely manufactured from 0.�8mm 
thick AISI 304 stainless steel.� Cover attaches to cabinet with 
stainless steel pivot and locks with concealed stainless steel 
lock.� Cover has slot that indicates refill time.� The capacity of the 
dispenser is 300 C-fold paper towels.� It securely attaches to wall 
with three stainless steel screws.�

Waste Receptacle Paper Towel Dispenser  

00.139-30 Inox Bright

00.139-00 Inox Satin

00.331-30 Inox Bright

00.331-00 Inox Satin

Waste Receptacles / Paper Towel Dispensers
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52.022 With Photocell 2200 w 00.170
Hand Dryer with Photocell is manufactured from 1.�2mm thick AISI 
304 Stainless Steel.� Operation is automatic due to an electronic 
sensor.� Electrical Characteristics: Voltage: 220/240V Heating 
Element: 2100W Overall power absorption: 2200W Air flow: 4.�6 m3/
min Noise Level: 61-67 dBA

Urinal Separator is manufactured completely from AISI 304 stainless 
steel.� Frame is 25mm tube, 1.�5mm thick and is mechanically 
attached to solid stainless steel brackets.� Panel is 2mm thick.� 
Separator is securely attached to wall with four exposed stainless 
steel screws.�

Hand Dryer Urinal Separator

52.022-30  Inox Bright

ARTH310HP

52.022-00 Inox Satin

ARTH310 00.170-00 Inox Satin

Hand Dryers / Urinal Separators
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Paper Towel Dispensers / Waste Receptacles

00.160-30 Inox Bright

00.160-00 Inox Satin

00.360-30 Inox Bright

00.360-00 Inox Satin

00.160 Capacity 300 C-fold Towels

Recessed Paper Towel Dispenser is manufactured completely from 
0.�8mm thick AISI 304 stainless steel.� Paper Towel Dispenser has a 
capacity of 300 C-fold paper towels.� The cover attaches to cabinet 
with stainless steel pivot and locks with concealed stainless steel 
lock.� The cover has a slot that indicates refill time.� The required wall 
opening for recession is 265 mm x 455 mm with a depth of 90 mm.�

Paper Towel Dispenser Recessed

00.360 Capacity 300 C-fold Towels - 9 litre

Recessed Paper Towel Dispenser and Waste Receptacle 
combination is manufactured completely from 0.�8mm thick AISI 
304 stainless steel.� Paper Towel Dispenser has a capacity of 300 
C-fold paper towels.� The cover attaches to cabinet with stainless 
steel pivot and locks with concealed stainless steel lock.� The 
cover has a slot that indicates refill time.� The Waste Receptacle 
is removable for easy cleaning.� The required wall opening for 
recession is 265 mm x 955 mm with a depth of 90 mm.�

Paper Towel Dispenser and Waste Receptacle 
Recessed
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Waste Receptacles

00.260-30 Inox Bright

00.260-00 Inox Satin

00.460-30 Inox Bright

00.460-00 Inox Satin

00.460 9 litre

Recessed Waste Receptacle with lid is manufactured completely 
from 0.�8mm thick AISI 304 stainless steel.� The Waste Receptacle 
is removable for easy cleaning.� The lid attaches to cabinet with 
stainless steel pivot.�The required wall opening for recession is 265 
mm x 605 mm with a depth of 90 mm.�

Waste Receptacle Recessed, With Flap

00.260 9 litre

Recessed Waste Receptacle is manufactured completely from 
0.�8mm thick AISI 304 stainless steel.� The Waste Receptacle is 
removable for easy cleaning.� The required wall opening for 
recession is 265 mm x 605 mm with a depth of 90 mm.�

Waste Receptacle Recessed
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